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Executive Summary 

The research within this deliverable starts with an overview of impact of internal and 

external factors on overhead line infrastructure. Since the external factors were identified as 

the environmental factors and the internal factors were identified as grade and quality of 

components within the Deliverable D3.2, Task3.2.  

Climate has considerable impact on the reliability and availability of railway system. 

The failures that are mainly caused by variation in climatic condition are characterised as 

temperature, wind and precipitation. Similarly, mechanical factors of safety which will be 

used in overhead line design should depend on, to some extent, the importance of reliability 

and continuity of operation for the line under consideration. In general, the strength of line 

should be such as to provide against the worst probable weather conditions. 

To generate an understanding of the root causes of failures analyses were conducted 

including influence of mechanism of climate factors and the weather changes against OHL 

power supply infrastructure as whole system but also as components. Solutions that 

minimize the negative impact of climate factors on OHL power infrastructure were 

presented and evaluated. 

The quality and the grade of components as well as mechanical requirements and 

design specification needed for installing equipment for power supply system also took place 

in the scope of the analysis which made up power supply system against failure rate and the 

LCC for system. The analyses were conducted also for presenting and evaluating the 

solutions minimizing the negative impact of internal power supply factors on OHL power 

infrastructure. 

The analysis on the influence of internal and external factors focus on case study 

lines which were chosen within the Task1.1. The specific data became more of an issue 

related to environmental factors and internal factors were processed to propose solution 

minimizing the influences on OHL power infrastructure. 
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Abbreviations and acronyms 

Abbreviation / Acronym Description 
ABC Activity Based Costing 

CFR  Romanian National Railway Company 

EU European Union  

EP European Parliament  

FMEA Failure Modes and Effects Analysis  

GHG Greenhouse Gases 

ICT Information and Communications Technology 

ICE Inter City Express 

IEC International Electro technical Commission 

IM Infrastructure Manager 

LCA Life-Cycle Assessment 

LCC Life-Cycle Costing / Life-Cycle Cost 

M&R Maintenance and Renewal 

MAD Mean Administrative Delay 

MLD Mean Logistic Delay 

MPH Miles Per Hour 

MRT Mean Repair Time 

MTTF Mean Time To Failure 

RAM Reliability, Availability and Maintainability 

RAMS Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety 

SZ Slovenske železnice 

TGV Train à Grande Vitesse (High Speed Train) 

UIC Union Internationale des Chemins (International Union of Railways) 

USA United States of America 

OHL Over Headline 

OCS Over Headline Contact System 

Ag Silver 

Cu Copper 

CO Carbone monoxide 

CO2 Carbone Dioxide 

NO Nitrogenmonoxide 

SO2 Sulphur Dioxide 

NO2 Nitrogendioxide 

Cd Cadmium 

Zr Zirconium 

Sn Tin 

Mg Magnesium 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miles_per_hour
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1 Task Description 

This task will develop evidence based links between the grade of overhead line and 

components installed, the traffic mix which uses it, and the life of the system. This will 

include identification of the factors - climate / weather changes, materials, interconnections 

between different components and so on - that influence the performance of overhead line 

power infrastructure. It will describe their impact and the known solutions for minimising 

their negative impact. 

In common with WP2 the data on performance will be presented within a GIS mapping 

environment to understand the drivers behind power system failures. For example, 

understanding how overhead line failures correlate with local variations in wind speed, or 

choice of line tension. Factors to be considered will include grades of components, the 

electrical configuration, and mechanical parameters such as the spacing of masts and choice 

of wire tension. This understanding will be used to guide tailoring of the power supply to 

needs of a specific line, reducing overall costs by identifying the factors really controlling the 

life of the power supply. 

TCDD will focus on electric consumption on different line and speeds, and data on 

overhead failures with different wind speed and tensions due to change in weather. ADS will 

support the task by holding the data generated and conducting analysis to understand the 

root cause of failures. USFD will work on the GIS mapping task, applying experience 

developed on mapping track defects and their causes in the UK, and through data on 

climate. AFER and SZ will input of data from their networks, and UIC will support the task 

with aggregate data from its European member countries. 
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2 General Aspects Relating To The Influence Of 
Environmental Factors And Grade And Quality 
Components On Overhead Line Infrastructure  

2.1 General Consideration (1); (2); (3); (4);  

Economy, reliability and high performance are the dimensions within which overhead 

contact line systems can be optimized for main line railways. 

Climate has considerable impact on the reliability and availability of railway system. The 

failures that are mainly caused by variation in climatic condition are characterised as 

temperature, wind and precipitation. Outstanding resistance to environmental influences, 

such as to wind and icing, and reactive substances in the atmosphere is a must for a reliable 

and available railway. 

Similarly, mechanical factors of safety which will be used in overhead line design should 

depend on to some extent, the importance of continuity of operation in the line under 

consideration. In general, the strength of line should be such as to provide against the worst 

probable weather conditions. 

The reliability of electric railway operation is closely dependent on the availability and 

reliability of power supply system for traction. From this reasons, it is a mandatory 

requirement that an overhead line system or a third rail system to take into account that the 

contact line is the only component in the installation of traction power supply, which for the 

economic and technical reasons cannot be installed with redundancy. 

Standardization of contact lines for electric railways is the subject of continuous 

development, so most correlated factors which should be respected in the design, 

construction, operation and maintenance of overhead lines, are the object of international, 

EU and national standardization. 

For contact line systems and their components there are several hundreds of regulations 

and different standards, of which the most important standards for designers and operators 

of overhead contact lines are he TSI Energy, EN 50 119, EN 50 121, EN 50 122, EN 50 163 and 

EN 50 367.   

The need for availability of the contact line system bring up the necessity for designing of 

electrification, in this regards the following basic requirements must be considered when 

designing an installation of the contact line: 

 Providing a sliding contact in any condition for current collector; 

 Because all system components must have a long service life, the following specific 

requirements are important: 
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o optimum mechanical and electrical strength; 

o low and uniform wear of the contact wire; 

o resistance to loads imposed by wind and ice and aggressive substances in the air; 

o the corrosion resistance of all the components; 

 Specific distances distribution belongs of lines for electric power 

 Ensuring that people and equipment are not placed in dangerous operating area of 

contact lines; 

 Ensure that power transmission interruptions do not occur under normal circumstances, 

at the dynamic interaction of the current collector and the contact line for any speed up 

to the maximum speed allowed by the contact line type considered; 

 In areas with buildings, anaesthetic and urban-planning issues, need to be monitored 

throughout the design of overhead contact line installations; 

 It must be taken into account all aspects for protection of nature and environment,  

 During the life cycle of the equipment, the investments for the installation and the costs 

for operation and maintenance must be as low as possible; 

2.2 Environmental or External Factors of Influence o f 
Overhead Line System 

Considering lifetime operation, contact line systems are subjected to electrical and 

mechanical loads resulting from electric voltage and currents and climatic environment, all 

elements of this system should withstand these effects electrically and mechanically with 

sufficiently high reliability. 

Environmental and external factors such as ambient temperature, wind velocity and wind 

loads, lightning strikes etc. have a major influence on overhead line system. 

The lateral deflection of contact lines is generally caused by wind pressure, which could lead 

to the pantograph de-wiring under extreme conditions. Therefore, due to this effect, contact 

lines must be designed for particular wind velocities, so that its operation remain possible. 

Moreover, extreme winds should not lead to mechanical damage of the contact line 

installation itself. The magnitude of the wind velocities, upon which the design is based, is 

taken from EN 50 125-2 or is compromised with national authorities and railway companies.  

In addition, contact line installations can take an additional load from ice accretion. 

Therefore, these ice loads must be taken into account in the design. 

2.2.1 Ambient Temperature 

From the point of view of the ambient temperature in most European countries, the contact 

line systems must be designed to operate in a range of from -30°C to 40°C. Temperature 

requirements are not difficult to respect because, for all the components functioning in 

outdoor environment are applicable industrial levels of temperature: -400C – 850C, even 

from designing stage.  
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Environmental conditions that must be taken into account in the design of overhead contact 

lines are stipulated in EN 50125-2 standard. A default minimum temperature of - 20 °C is to 

be considered with no other climatic action; for estimating extreme wind load condition a 

reference ambient temperature of +5 °C is considered; a default temperature of -5 °C should 

be assumed with ice loads. 

Temperature effects are considered also variable action on foundations and supporting 

structures. 

2.2.2 Wind Velocity Factor 

The standard EN 50 119 stipulates that the verification of serviceability can be made based 

on wind velocity with a return period of three years, while for the structural design of the 

supports the wind velocity will have a return period of 50 years. In the EN 1991-1-4 or in the 

national standards is provided the basic information regarding to wind velocities and wind 

loads.  

In the EN 50125-2:2002 standard is provided information regarding to wind velocities to be 

used for railway applications; four classes of wind intensities are defined by the reference 

wind velocity Vref;0.02 having a yearly probability of occurrence of 0.02. In this standard are 

defined next four wind classes, with wind velocities of 24.0m/s, 27.5m/s, 32.0m/s and 

36.0m/s.  

Class Wind velocity 

m/s 

W1 low  24.0  

W2 normal  27.5  

W3 high  32.0  

W4 extreme  36.0  

Table 2.1 - Reference wind velocities V ref; 0.02 according to EN 50 125-2 

According to EN 50125-2:2002, the values represent 10-min-averages having a yearly 

probability of occurrence of 0.02 corresponding to a 50 year return period and apply to open 

fiat terrain with low obstacles and at 10 m height above ground. The wind velocity increases 

with the height above ground according to Equation 2.1, as example, for viaducts or bridges 

when the wind velocities to be used in designing, need consider the relevant height above 

ground. 
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The data presented in EN 50 125-2:2002 does not refer to a certain location and cannot be 

used directly; national specifications with slightly differences are applied in most cases for 

wind classes’ classification.  

ln France, three wind regions are considered as important for designs; these results from 

wind velocities of 28.6 m/s, 33.8 m/s and 38.3 m/s. Beyond this, extreme wind velocities are 

specified by the SNCF that are greater than the normal wind velocities by a factor of 1.3.  

 

Figure 2.1 - Wind classes of France 

Wind velocities  
Region

1)
 

I II III 

10-min-mean value of wind velocity 10 m above terrain surface 28.6  33.8  38.3  

5-sec-mean value of wind velocity 5 m above terrain surface 37.8  44.7  50.7  

Terrain coefficient   

Basin with surrounding hills  0.80 0.80  0.80  

Plain, plateau  1.00  1.00  1.00  

Seashore, narrow valley 1.35 1.30 1.25 

1)
 Regions see Figure 2.1 

Table 2.2 - Wind velocities vW in m/s and terrain coefficients in France (5) 

As continuing, classification is made according to the terrain formation. Protected land, i.e. 

basins with surrounding hills, is assessed with a factor of 0.8. Normal terrain has a factor of 

1.0. Exposed terrain includes seashores, cliffs and narrow valleys. Exposed terrain has factors 
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between 1.25 and 1.35 depending on the wind region. Table 2.2 contains the individual wind 

velocities valid for the SNCF overhead contact lines for different conditions.  

2.2.3 Icing Factor 

The accumulation of ice on the conductors and poles of the overhead contact lines will cause 

an additional load on these systems. Only the ice accretion on conductors may lead to op-

erationally restraining conditions and additional loads, especially those ice accretions from 

precipitation characterized by high density and strong adhesion. 

As the principal mode of manifestation, the accumulation of ice on the conductors of 
overhead contact lines will cause an additional weighing load on these systems. The icing of 
overhead lines from any power supply system represents a serious problem for any railway 
network infrastructure. The icing causes a series of technical problems for overhead power 
supply: overloading, non-uniform icing, and wire galloping. In countries with cold climates: 
Northern Europe countries, U.S.A., Canada, China, etc., glaze and rime deposits on power 
contact lines and messenger wires create problems for maintenance activities and people 
working in these areas. 
Due to the added burden of ice or reducing contact between the pantograph and contact 

line because the intermediate layer of ice, power cables have been damaged or destroyed 

on numerous occasions. 

Four aspects should be considered: the hazards of the icing of railway contact wires; the 

characteristics of the icing of railway contact wires and affecting factors, experimental 

research into the icing and anti-icing of railway contact wires, creating expert system of the 

icing preventing and ice melting of railway contact wires. Heavy ice accretions may form on 

objects exposed to freezing rain. These can damage or destroy structures and cause great 

economic and social hardship. 

Following discussions consider the weights added by ice deposits as supplementary loading 

for overhead power supply systems, especially for contact line and supports like poles, 

cantilevers, droppers, etc. In category of ice loads are included icing, hoarfrost or snow are 

collectively termed ice loads. Maximum ice loading may be a rare event. From observations 

of ice formation, calculation values for ice deposits on suspended conductors have been 

derived and used from standards, relating to overhead power lines.  
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EN 50125-2 specifies four classes of ice load on conductors: 

Class 
Ice load 

N/m 

I0 (without ice) 0 

I1 (low) 3.5 

I2 (normal) 7.0 

I3 (heavy) 15.0 

Table 2.3 - Ice loads classes 

The values from ice loading correspondent to class definition are for wires with diameters 

between 10 mm to 20 mm. I1 class is mainly used for contact lines Central Europe.  

The icing process of railway contact wires and corresponding anti-icing technologies are 

described in the next chapters. 

2.2.4 Other Environmental Factors 

Atmospheric precipitation, aggressive vapours, gases and dust have major influence against 

metallic components in long time of operations but also danger influence against insulator 

components category. Therefore, these factors must be considered when determining the 

electrical values and the life expectancy of components and elements. 

This type of influence is manifested as a phenomenon corrosion, less visible, having negative 

effect on the intrinsic characteristics of insulators; their insulation properties will decrease 

and creates conditions for critical and dangerous defects. 

Lightning strikes can cause major damages to the overhead line installations. Direct strikes 

to the overhead contact lines and strikes to neighbouring installations surge going on 

overhead lines. 

It finds in rare cases when the overvoltage can exceed 100 kV. Therefore, it is required that 

hazardous overvoltage values over the installations must be limited. Metal oxide arresters 

achieve the latest and most effective protection. The equipment used for DC lines cannot be 

designed economically to withstand such over voltages because of their low voltage 

characteristics in comparison to the typically higher AC voltages.  

Lightning striking contact line installations can cause the flashovers at the insulation that can 

lead to damage. After the measurements made by DB (German railway) it was found that 

one lightning strike per 100 km of contact line in a year can be assumed in Central Europe. It 

is also known that the probability of lightning is very variable and varies by location. 
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Lightning intensity is measured by the keraunic level, which is the number of days with 

thunderstorms per year. (3)  

Effects of the environmental factors are considered variable action on foundations and 

supporting structures. More details are given in next chapters. 
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2.3 Grade and Quality of Components as Internal Factors Of 
Influence of The Overhead Line System 

 

2.3.1 Overhead Contact Line System (OCS) 

Overhead Contact Line System (OCS) include:  

- Overhead contact line conductors and wiring, including the catenary wire, contact wire and 

return current conductors, feeder and parallel feeder lines if are installed on the same 

supporting structures, lightning protection conductors, earthing conductors;  

- Foundations, supporting structures and any other components, which serve to hold and 

support, align and insulate the contact wire and conductors. 

- Switchgear, monitoring and protective equipment installed on the same supporting structure 

as the lines.  

The followingNext definitions are important for understanding further aspects presented. 

Conductor rail systems: contact lines represented by conductive rails placed at the side or 

under the vehicles and having attributes of transmitting energy to the vehicle current 

collector. 

Overhead contact lines are located above the vehicle gauge and have destination for 

supplying vehicles with electrical energy through current collector devices, mounted on the 

roof vehicle.  

Overhead conductor rail defines an overhead contact line composed by a rigid conductor bar 

above the vehicles. For overhead conductor rail aluminium or solid copper profiles can be 

used.  

Overhead contact wires or simple contact wires are that part of the overhead contact line 

system serving to establish contact with the current collector.  

Line feeders are overhead conductors, which installed adjacent to the contact lines on the 

same supporting structures and serve to supply energy to successive feed points.  

Parallel feeder lines are overhead conductors, which installed adjacent to the contact wires 

and are connected to these at certain intervals in order to increase the effective conducting 

cross-sectional area.  

Supports are the components carrying and aligning the conductors and associated insulating 

elements of an overhead contact line installation. 
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2.3.2 Overhead contact line (OCL) 

Overhead contact line is considered the most important component of the overhead contact 

line system.  Here we will analyse and detail the components and elements that have that 

strong influence rate of failures and life of the power supply system. 

The standard EN 50119 specifies general and specific requirements for contact line 

components. Under normal operating conditions, the components should have a design life 

at least equal to the design life of the system unless stated otherwise by the supplier or by 

the purchaser.  

For safety reasons, for overhead contact lines is permitted operation at voltages AC 1000 V 

and DC 1500 V. For high-speed driving, in particular of more than 100 km/h, the energy 

transmission is a challenging. For this reason, overhead contact lines were subjected to 

continuous development through a wide variety of designs, beginning with simple trolley-

type overhead lines overhead contact up to the present day high-speed overhead contact 

lines. 

Key factors in the development process are the requirements of the traffic being served, the 

means available to the different railway operators and the experience and abilities of the 

contracting companies involved. 

The overhead line systems can be classified either according to their applications or to 

essential structural design characteristics such as the voltage, the use and arrangement of 

specific components, the method of tensile force compensation and the type of suspension.  

The longitudinal contact line consists of contact wires along with the associated messenger 

or catenary wires, droppers and stitch wires. 

The main purpose of the contact wires is to act as a contact slide ensuring uninterrupted 

transmission of electrical energy to the collectors on a vehicle's pantograph. In order to 

achieve a uniform wear of the collector strips, the contact wire is aligned at alternating 

angles to the track axis in a zigzag arrangement.  
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Figure 2.2 - Contact wire cross section. a) Circular cross section AC and BC according to EN 50 149; b) Cross 

section BF with flat bottom according to EN 50 149; c) Cross section BRi with flat bottom according to DIN 

43141-1:1975  

In terms of constructive, the contact wires which have grooves on either side of the top 

section to enable them to be clamped by clips are called grooved contact wires. 

Because there are different types of contact wire and cross sections to suit different 

application areas, the standard EN 50 149 describes these types of contact wires are 

distinguished by the shape of cross section and groove. 

The main dimensions are shown in Figure 2.2 a) and b) and in Table 2.4. The preferred cross 

section for overhead contact wires is circular (Figure 2.2 a). The flat wire profile BRi Figure 

2.2 c) has proved to be favourable for trolley-bus operation, as the contact shoes mounted 

on the trolley bus collectors also cause lateral wearing of the contact wires.  

For DC traction systems with operating voltages up to 3 kV, it is usually necessary to install 

parallel contact wires - called twin contact wires or double wires - if high traction power is 

required. According to EN 50 149 the maximum standardized cross section is 150 mm2, but 

in international practice 161 mm2, 170 mm2 and 193 mm2 contact wires are sometimes 

used.  

Designation 

according to EN 

50149 

Nominal cross -

sectional area mm
2
 

Dimensions (as shown in Figure 2.2) 

mm 

a c d r ri 

AC-80  80 5.60 3.8 10.6 0.4  

AC-100  100 5.60 4.0 12.0 0.4  

AC-107  107 5.16 4.0 12.3 0.4  

AC-120  120 5.16 4.0 13.2 0.4  

AC-150  150 5.16 4.0 14.8 0.4  

BC-100  100 6.92 4.3 12.0 0.4  
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Designation 

according to EN 

50149 

Nominal cross -

sectional area mm
2
 

Dimensions (as shown in Figure 2.2) 

mm 

BC-107  107 6.92 4.3 12.4 0.4  

BC-120  120 6.50 4.3 12.85 0.4  

BC-150  150 6.50 4.0 14.5 0.4  

BF-100  100 6.50 4.00 11.0 0.4 16.60 

BF-107  107 6.50 4.24 11.4 0.4 15.85 

BF-120  120 6.50 4.30 12.3 0.4 17.21 

BF-150  150 6.50 3.90 13.6 0.4 20.00 

BRi- 80  80 5.60 2.60 9.0 0.4 11.0 

BRi-100  100 5.60 2.60 10.5 0.4 11.0 

BRi-120  120 5.60 2.60 12.0 0.4 11.0 

BRi-150  150 5.60 2.60 14.0 0.4 11.0 

Table 2.4 - Geometrical data of grooved contact wires  

For a successful power transmission, the overhead contact line have to comply sophisticated 

quality criteria: 

 static quality criteria: elasticity and its uniformity along the span and contact wire 

uplift 

 dynamic quality criteria: the wave propagation velocity, the Doppler factor and the 

reflection factor 

 other significant quality features: the contact force as a function of the running speed 

and its standard derivation 

The following are presented the other characteristics and properties that must comply by 
the overhead contact lines. 

Features Unit 
Paris - 

Lyon 

Paris – Le Mans/ 

Tours 

Paris – Lille / 

Calais 

Valence – 

Marseille 

Paris – 

Strasbourg 

Length of tracks  km 820 560 660 600 600 

Design speed  km/h 260 300 300 300/320 320/350 
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Contact wire 

- type            

- tensile force  

- 

 

kN 

 

Cu AC-120 

15 

 

Cu AC-150 

20 

 

CuAC-150 

20 

 

CuMg AC-150 

25 

 

CuMg AC-150 

26 

Catenary wire  

- type  

- tensile force  

- 

 

kN 

 

Bzll 65 

14 

 

BzII 65 

14 

 

BzII 65 

14 

 

BzII 116 

20 

 

Bzll 116 

20 

Stitch wire  - yes no no no no 

Pre-sag  % 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Table 2.5 - Major TGV lines and contact line design  

2.3.3 Insulating Components 

The properties of the insulating materials and other elements in the contact line installation 
should not be altered by climatic impacts and sunlight to such an extent that operation could 
be affected.  
In electric transport systems, the voltage of the contact line network has to be kept within 

given limits under all operating circumstances. The losses during power transmission have to 

be kept within acceptable limits.  

2.3.4 General Recommendations 

The wind, temperature, ice loads and other environmental conditions that the conductors, 

insulators and other elements have to support, should not have a negative effect on railway 

operations. 

The forces in stranded conductors, wires and other components have to remain within 

permissible limits under all operational conditions. 

The contact wire has to be installed with a lateral offset to the projected track center line in 

order to ensure uniform and low wear of the pantograph collector strips and the contact 

wire. 

All mechanical loads acting on the overhead contact line must be carried by the poles and 

foundations and transmitted reliably to the subsoil. For this reasons, the deformation of 

parts such as bending of poles or any incurred resonant vibrations should not affect the 

transmission of power.  

The undesirable impacts on the supplying network of the public energy grid, e.g. harmonic 

frequencies and asymmetry, should be kept as low as possible. 
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In the next tables and formulas will be used special symbols, mostly of them being explained 

follows: 

- Ultimate strength: σ;  

- Modulus of elasticity: E; 

- Linear coefficient of expansion: α; 

- Coefficient of resistivity: α20;  

- Resistivity: ρ20;  

- Electric conductivity: k20; 

- Specific mass: ϒ;  

- Specific heat: c;  

- Coefficient of thermal conductivity: λ;  

The values indexed with 20 apply for a temperature of 20 °C.   

At the beginning of railway electrification, in order to minimize rectification failures, in 

Austria, Germany, and other countries have introduced low frequencies such as 25 Hz and 

16.67 Hz. 

Today, due to technological advances have made possible the commercial use of frequencies 
of 50 Hz is the most prevalent system.  
Moreover, the system AC 25 kV is now used around the world and Japan relies AC 25kV for 

Shinkansen as the largest technology railway network and AC 20 kV power supply systems 

for other conventional railways. 

2.3.5 Stray Current Corrosion  

Stray current defines the current component that does not flow through the intended return 

circuit.  

Metals in contact with an electrolyte such as humid soil show chemical reactions if currents 

leave the metal parts. Therefore, the currents flowing from the tracks to the earth and 

returning to the substations, called stray currents, cause stray current corrosion in the 

running rails and at metal structures in the vicinity of the railway. Stray current corrosion is a 

major factor of decreasing performance and life cycle time, especially for DC current 

railways.  

A low longitudinal voltage drop in the return circuit and good insulation of the rails from 

earth can limit stray currents substantially. Since the longitudinal voltage drop depends on 

the resistance of the return circuit and the distance between the substations, stray current 

protection can determine the number of substations.  

During the commissioning phase of railway systems, measurements are necessary to testify 

to the effectiveness of stray current protection measures (EN 50122-2).  
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During the operation of railway systems, especially for DC systems, reasonable monitoring is 

necessary to confirm that the proposed measures against stray current corrosion perform as 

required. Such monitoring or equivalent measurements, say annually, serve to support the 

permanent supervision of safety of people in electrical installations (6).  

 

3 Models Of Influence Of Environmental Factors On 
Overhead Power Supply System. Solutions For 
Minimizing Negative Impact 

3.1 Models Of Wind Loads Influences And Calculation  

Environmental parameters that have to be taken into consideration in analysis. 

High winds can blow debris, branches and trees from the trackside and from neighbouring 

land onto the track. If a train hits debris it can cause a derailment. Overhead power lines 

sway in high winds and can tangle around a train’s pantograph pulling the lines down. When 

this occurs trains are unable to run and services may be re-routed. if the lateral movement 

of contact wire is excessive this can be primary cause of dewirement. 

In planning the sag, tension and clearance to ground of a given span, a maximum stress is 

selected. Later, it is aimed to have this stress developed at the worst probable weather 

conditions, ie minimum expected temperature, maximum ice loading and maximum wind. 

 

Wind speed and wind loads on contact lines could be separated on two aspects:  

- Structural elements, which have to be reliable. Designing of these components, need to 

consider withstanding the extreme wind loads, which will occur, even with low probability, 

during the lifetime of the power supply system.  

- Maintenance and serviceability operations with objective to avoiding faults and excessive 

wearing, e.g. avoidance of pantograph de-wiring caused by wind deflected contact wire. 

Wind loads for lifetime of structural elements are determined from wind velocities, which 

vary in time and location. In accordance with EN 50125-2 this means wind velocity, 

measured 10 m above ground over an average period of 10 minutes having an annual 

probability of occurrence of 0.02 and being equivalent to a return period of 50 years; this is 

taken as the reference value and is noted as Vref or Vref; 0.02.  

The wind velocity increases with the height above ground, e.g. for viaducts or bridges, 

according to:  
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Equation 2.1 

 

The Vref is the wind speed at 10 m above height, Vz the wind velocity at height z (m) and α is 

the roughness parameter depending on the terrain category.  

Meteorological measurements of wind velocities may be evaluated in accordance with IEC 

60 826 which applies to transmission lines. This standard and EN 50125-2 distinguish 

between four terrain categories:  

Category A: extended water surfaces in wind direction, fiat coastal areas and deserts (a = 

0.12).  

Category B: open terrain with very few obstacles, e.g. farmland with few trees and buildings 

(a = 0.16).  

Category C: terrain with numerous small obstacles like hedges, trees and buildings (a = 0.20).  

Category D: suburban areas with more or less densely arranged buildings and/or many trees 

(a= 0.28).  

As in practice, an average height of z = 6.0 m is normally considered for the overhead 

contact line, resulting a coefficient as value (6/10)0·16 = 0.92 for open terrain.  

For maintenance and serviceability could be considered a return period of 3 to 10 years is 

applicable; e.g. for the contact line lateral deflection which is considered part of 

serviceability operations. According EN 50125-2, the reference wind velocity Vref; 0.02 may be 

multiplied by 0.80 or 0.89 to obtain the Vref; 0.33 (three years) and Vref; 0.1 (ten years) data. (7) 

The dynamic wind pressure qz measured in N /m2, acting on elements of overhead contact 

lines at the height z, is determined by:  

 

Equation 2.2 

 

In this equation, represents air density and has value of 1.225 kg/m3 at 15 0C and at 0 m 

altitude. 

Gq is the gust response factor as defined in EN 50 119. For overhead contact lines with 

heights around 10 m, the Gq is 2.05. In many countries, requesting for the dynamic wind 

pressures qz exist and include the gust response factor.  

Gt is the terrain factor taking into account the protection of lines, e. g. in cuts, cities or 

forests. In open terrain Gt should be taken as 1.0 (EN 50119) and for protected sites Gt can 

be selected between 0.75 and 0.89.  
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Vz is the reference wind velocity in m/s, at z height in meters above ground, averaged over 

10 minutes, having a return period of 50 years for structural elements analysis and 3 to 10 

years for verifying the serviceability and maintenance planning (Equation 2.1).  

For other values of temperature and altitude, the relevant air densities could be calculated 

from  

 

Equation 2.3 

In this equation, T is the absolute temperature in K and H is the altitude in m.  

In many countries stipulations for the dynamic wind pressures qz exist which take into 

consideration the gust response factor and the given wind conditions. This data can also be 

used for the design of overhead contact lines.  

The wind load per unit length acting perpendicularly on a conductor or wire can be obtained 

from  

  Equation 2.4 

In this equation qz is the characteristic dynamic wind pressure in N/m2 according to 

Equation 2.2,  

Gc is the structural response factor for conductors taking into account the response of 

movable conductors to wind load. The factor Gc can be determined according to experience. 

A widely accepted value is Gc = 0.75;  

d is the diameter of the conductor in m;  

Cc is the drag factor of the conductor; Cc is 1.0 according to EN 50119.  

The wind force on an insulator and line fittings acts at the attachment point to the support in 

wind direction and is equal to  

Qwins = qz · G ins · C ins · A ins Equation 2.5 

In this equation, qz is the characteristic wind pressure in accordance with Equation 2.2,  

Gins is the structural resonance factor for insulator sets; it can be taken as 1.05;  

Cins is the drag factor for insulators, be taken as 1.2;  

Ains is the area of the insulator projected horizontally on a plane vertically to the axis of wind 

action.  

 

Wind condition as EN 50125-2 W1 W2 W3 W4 
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low normal heavy special 

Wind velocity Vref;0,02 - V10;0,02 10 m above ground  m/s  24,0  27,5  32,0  36,0-  

Reference wind velocity V6;0,02 6,0 m above ground  m/s  22,1  25,3  29,5  33,2  

Wind velocity V6;0,1  m/s  19,7  22,5  26,2  29,5  

Wind pressure qz  N/m2  487  636  862  1095  

Wind pressure GC · qz  N/m2  364  477  647  821  

Table 2.1 - Wind velocities and wind pressures according to EN 50 125 -2  

In Table 2.1 wind loads acting on components of contact lines are listed for low, normal, 

heavy and special wind conditions according to EN 50125-2 and a return period of 10 years 

as recommended for serviceability studies. For open terrain Gt = 1,0, Gq = 2,05, Vref;0.1 = 0,89 

(Figure 5.10), Cc = 1,0 and  = 1,225kg/m3. The wind pressure qz is obtained from Equation 

2.2 and Equation 2.3.  

Component Application 

 

Cross 

Section 

Diam

eter 

Drag 

factor 

Wind load  

Velocity V6; 0.1;  6 m above ground  

A d CC 4) 19,7 22,5 26,2 29,5 

mm2 mm - N/m N/m N/m N/m 

AC-80  Contact wire  80  10,6  1,0  3,87  5,05  6,85  8,69  

AC-100  Contact wire  100  12,0  1,0  4,39  5,72  7,76  9,83  

AC-107  Contact wire  107  12,3  1,0  4,50  5,86  7,95  10,08  

AC-120  Contact wire  120  13,2  1,0  4,82  6,29  8,53  10,82  

AC-150  Contact wire  150  14,8  1,0  5,41  7,06  9,57  12,13  

2 x AC-80  Contact wire  80  10,6  1,8  6,97  9,10  12,33  15,64  

2 x AC-100  Contact wire  100  12,0  1,8  7,89  10,30  13,96  17,70  

2 x AC-107  Contact wire  107  12,3  1,8  8,09  10,56  14,31  18,14  

2 x AC-120  Contact wire  120  13,2  1,8  8,68  11,33  15,36  19,47  

2 x AC-150  Contact wire  150  14,8  1,8  9,74  12,70  17,22  21,83  

Wire 10 x 49
1) 

 Dropper  10  4,1  1,0  1,50  1,95  2,65  3,36  

Wire 16 x 84
1) 

 Dropper  16  5,1  1,0  1,86  2,43  3,30  4,18  

Wire 25
1)

  Stich wire  25  6,3  1,0  2,30  3,00  4,07  5,16  
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Component Application 

 

Cross 

Section 

Diam

eter 

Drag 

factor 

Wind load  

Velocity V6; 0.1;  6 m above ground  

A d CC 4) 19,7 22,5 26,2 29,5 

mm2 mm - N/m N/m N/m N/m 

Wire 35
1) 

 Stich wire  35  7,5  1,0  2,74  3,58  4,85  6,15  

Wire 50
1) 

 Catenary wire  50  9,0  1,0.  3,29  4,29  5,82  7,38  

Wire 70
1) 

 Catenary wire  70  10,5  1,0  3,84  5,01  6,79  8,61  

Wire 95
1) 

 Catenary wire  95  12,5  1,0  4,57  5,96  8,08  10,24  

Wire 120
1) 

 Catenary wire  120  14,0  1,0  5,12  6,67  9,05  11,47  

ACSR
2)

 185/30  Feeder lines  183,8/29,8  19,0  1,0  6,94  9,06  12;28  15,57  

ACSR
2)

 240/40  Feeder lines  243,0/39,5  21,8  1,0  7,97  10,39  14,09  17,87  

ACSR
2)

 300/50  Feeder lines  304,3/49,5  24,5  1,0  8,95  11,68  15,84  20,08  

AAC
3)

 240  Feeder lines  240  20,3  1,0  7,42  9,68  13,12  16,64  

AAC
3) 

625  Feeder lines  625  32,7  1,0  11,95  15,59  21,14  26,80  

AC- 80+CA 50  Contact line  80/50  -  -  8,24  10,75  14,57  18,47  

AC-100+CA 50  Contact line  100/50  -  -  8,83  11,51  15,61  19,79  

AC-107+CA 50  Contact line  107/50  - -  8,95  11,68  15,83  20,07 

AC-120+CA 70  Contact line  120/70  -  -  9,96  12,99  17,62  22,34  

AC-120+CA 120  Contact line  120/120  -  -  11,43  14,91  20,~2  25,63  

AC-150+CA 95  Contact line  150/95  -  -  11,47  14,97  20,29  25,73  

AC-150+CA 120  Contact line  150/120  -  -  12,10  15,79  21,41  27,14  

1)
 Made of bronze or copper; 

2)
 ACSR aluminum conductor steel reinforced; 

3)
 AAC all aluminum conductors  

4)
 According to EN 50119, clause 6.2.4.3  

Table 2.2 - Wind loads per unit length of components of overhead contact lines for wind velocity V 6;  0.1 that 

means 6 m above ground. Wind conditions according to EN 50125 -2 for open terrain  

The wind load on contact line systems in Table 2.2 was obtained by adding the wind loads on 

the main components and multiplying the result by 1.15 to take into account the effects of 

clamps, droppers, stitch wires, warning balls etc. 

 

3.2 Models Of Icing, Ice Loads Influences And Calculation  
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Ice loads with different characteristics occur on conductors and poles. With a few very 

exposed installations excluded, only the ice accretion on conductors may lead to op-

erationally restraining conditions and additional loads, especially those ice accretions from 

precipitation characterized by high density and strong adhesion. Rain freezes on conductors 

at temperatures around 0°C and, depending on the duration of the adverse weather 

condition, cylindrically shaped ice is formed. The ice is clear or opaque, has an approximately 

circular cross section and adheres to the conductor with high density. 

The temperature during ice accretion is usually as -4 °C. 

The icing of the structures - icing or ice accretion, happens in cold and very cold regions. It 

can be classified into categories: precipitation icing, in-cloud icing and sublimation icing. 

Icing is influenced by factors, such as microclimate, wind speed, micro-terrain, temperature 

and content of cooled water in air, etc. Relating to these factors, icing on aerial wires can be 

divided into several categories according to different aspects. 

Ice classification based on density and appearance: 

 Glaze: transparent vitreous, unbreakable and strong in texture with density between 

0.6 and 0.9g/cm3, can also be called ice slush or clear ice which covers wires with 

strong adhesive power and never easy to shed. 

 Granular Rime: ivory opaque with density between 0.1 and 0.3g/cm3, loose and crisp 

in texture with air bubble voids inside, sinuous surface and irregular shape. 

 Crystalline Rime: white crystal with many air bubbles inside, loose and soft in texture 

with density between 0.01 and 0.08g/cm3, weak adhesive power on wires and easy 

to shed. 

 Wet Snow:  ivory or off white, usually soft in texture with density between 0.1 and 

0.7g/cm3. Wet snow on wires will turn into hard frozen body when the temperature 

continues to decrease. 

 Mixed Rime: the alternate freezing of glaze and rime on wire surface forms ivory, 

large with many voids, and the density ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 g/cm3. (1) 

Classifications of ice based on formation mechanism: 

 Precipitation: This type of ice is formed by freezing rain (super cooled water) or snow 

falling on the wire surface when atmospheric temperature is around to 0 oC. Usually 

the bigger drops are correlated with the lower temperature degree. The super cooled 

degree of little water drops can be several centigrade, while the degree for fog 

droplets can even be more than ten degrees. Once touching the wires, the super 

cooled water droplets would freeze. Because the speed of releasing latent heat is 
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slow during the process of freezing, a thin surface of water would appear on the wire 

surface, and so the glaze appears. The most dangerous to aerial wires is the glaze 

formed by icing precipitation; this is because of its high density and strong adhesive 

power. Freezing rain often happens in America, Canada, Russia China, etc., while 

icing from the snow covering is more common in Japan and the Europe – Alps and 

Carpathians. 

 Cloud or fog in the air: Frozen ice by these sources mainly depends on humidity, air 

velocity etc. This type of icing happens with high frequency in many places and is 

possible to do simulation study with artificial weather model, which is one feature of 

in-cloud icing. Another is that in-cloud icing can be formed as long as super cooled 

water drop exists. Small as size, the fog droplets can release the latent heat quickly 

when freezing. Thus, it will not form a water layer on wire surface but usually 

produces rime shape ice. 

 Sublimation: This process forms frost when air water vapours freezes on the surface 

of overhead wires, installation surface, etc., and is called crystalline rime. Formed 

through sublimation, it is called sublimation icing. Because of its weak adhesion and 

easy to shed, it will not represents danger to the overhead wire. Nevertheless, this 

type of icing can represents a start support for glaze, mixed rime and wet snow, etc. 

and in this way can increases the risk of danger for power supply system.  

The icing loads follow statistical conditions that are presented IEC 60 826 and EN 50 341-1. In 

contact line design, ice load references are often made to the requirements for overhead 

transmission lines, such as EN 50 341-3-4. Related to these, ice load can be obtained from:  

  (N/m)   Equation 2.6 

In this equation, d is the conductor diameter in millimetres,  is 5 to 20 N /m and  = 

0.1 or 0.2 or 0.4N / (m · mm), depending on the ice load zone.  

EN 50125-2 indicates four classes of ice load characteristics; there are specified in next table: 

Class 
Ice load 

N/m 

I0 (without ice)  0  

I1 (low)  3.5  

I2 (normal)  7.0  

I3 (heavy)  15.0  

Table 2.3 - Ice loads on conductors according to EN 50 125-2 
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These values apply to diameters of conductors between 10 and 20 mm.  

3.2.1 Influences Of Wind And Ice Combination  

Speed of wind is an important factor of icing because of it characteristics to decrease 

atmospheric temperature. It will create ice when the cooled water droplets touch the wire 

surface. The wind sends the cooled water drops to the wire surface; the wind speed also 

affects the heat transfer in the process of icing.  

Therefore, the higher the speed of wind is, the more cooled water drops can touch the wire 

surface; the more easily the latent heat released in the process of icing to be lost, and the 

more icing on the wire surface. 

Direction of wind also has certain influence on icing. The wind direction mainly affects the 

effectiveness of super cooled water drop delivery. If the wind direction is perpendicular to 

the wires, the delivery is the most effective; if the wind direction is parallel to the wires, the 

delivery is the least effective, hence less icing. 

According to Standard EN 50 341-1, wind action on ice-covered conductors increase 

mechanical loads. For this reasons mechanical loading on conductors and supports should be 

re-considered when ice formation is reinforced by wind action. 

When combined actions of wind and ice load need to be considered for new designs it may 

be assumed that 50 % of the wind load acts on structures and equipment. The unit weight 

force of the ice may be taken as 7 500 N /m3, when the aerodynamic drag factor as 1.0. The 

equivalent diameter D1 in meter of the ice accretion may be calculated from:  

 

 

Equation 2.7 

In this equation, d is the conductor diameter without ice measured in meter and  is the 

characteristic ice load measured in N /m.  

Conclusions related to ice accretion: 

 The wind speed has important influence on icing; when the wind speed is higher, the ice will 

become high density. 

 Temperature air increasing leads to increasing ice density but decreasing ice thickness. 

 Ice type begins to change around -4 0C. When the temperature is higher than -4 0C, large 

mixed glaze ice or glaze ice will form; when the temperature is below -4 0C, rime ice will 

form. 

 The type of the ice is influenced and affected by air temperature but not influenced by wind 

speed; the wind speed will lead to the increasing of adhesion of the ice to contact wires; 
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3.2.2 Solutions For Minimizing Negative Impact 

Methods used for de-icing and/or anti-icing are: manual ice removal, thermal de-icing of 

contact line, chemical ice removal, electrical resistive de-icing technology. 

Manual de-icing - The environmental conditions are difficulty during the period of icing, 

which brings difficulty for manual de-icing. In past times ice accretion was removed using 

wooden rods, bamboos rods or glass-fibre-reinforced rods by lines men standing on the 

ground or on working platforms, beating against the contact wire causing wave-like 

oscillations. The result is ice removal from a limited span length, near the strikes. Mechanical 

de-icing techniques may damage the contact wires; therefore, these methods should be 

used only in exceptional circumstances 

 

Figure 2.1 – Manual de-icing from a mobile platform (1) 
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Figure 2.2 – Manual de-icing from ground (1) 

Removing snow and ice using human force or machines, as help is still the simplest but 

primitive method because it is a time-consuming, inefficient and unsafe operation (Figure 

2.1 and Figure 2.2).  

Another solution followed today by few railway operators is using vibrating pantographs as a 

technique to remove ice accretion. The collector strips of special pantographs cause the 

contact wire to vibrate. The locomotives used for this purpose run with a speed of 40 to 80 

km/h and are effective for few millimetres thin surface of ice. (8) (9) 

Chemical techniques – These procedures use chemical substances to decrease the freezing 

point of water in order to prevent icing. The most common and most effective is CaCl. The 

Railroad Car Company in Bremen, Germany, uses the de-icing coating, produced by the 

Stemmann Technik Company. Chemical methods are applied also in other applications and 

services affected by icing:  airports, highways, etc., and are considered capable to control ice 

accretion at pantographs and contact line disconnectors, using grease or other hydrophobic 

liquids that prevent the adhesion and formation of ice deposits.  

Chemical solution means applying the de-icing agents to contact wires, creates some 

environmental pollution with chemicals, and should be taken in consideration. In addition, 

coating the contact wires by chemical substances has proven to be uneconomic due to the 

high labour effort and the short period of efficiency. 
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Figure 2.3 - Minimum required current for ice melting on contact wire AC -120 CuMg0.5 (Figure 8.7)  

Electrical techniques  

Electrical circuits are modelled depending by the regional climatic conditions. In regions with 

frequent and thickness ice formation, e.g. northern regions of Europe and Russia, the 

spacing between substations are designed to optimise additional heating power of the de-

icing circuits.  

There are two electrical techniques used for controlling ice accretion:  

- Overhead contact line is pre-heated; the current is increased to a value corresponding for a 

contact wire temperature at least 2 °C, avoiding ice adhesion; considered this, purpose a 

current of 1 to 3.5 A/mm2 depending on the weather conditions. The process starts when the 

weather conditions promote the formation of ice accretion. This method not influences the 

schedule of trains as their services could continue. Figure 2.3 shows pre-heating currents 

flow for contact wire AC-120 and CuMg0.5. (10) (11) 

- De-icing method through melting of ice accretion; this is carried out applying current 

densities from 3.5 up to 8 A/ mm2. This permits a return of the normal train operations 

within one hour. Current selection values time for melting are influenced by ice thickness 

and density, ambient temperature and wind speed. The melting starts, as efficiently, with an 

ice thickness of three to five millimetres defined by ice parameters. After removal of the ice 

accretion, an additional period is required to dry out the contact wire surface.  
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Figure 2.4 - Connection for melting ice on overhead contact lines on one or two tracks between the 

supplying substation BB A and the artificial short circuit at the adjacent substation BB B or, alternatively, 

at the switching post SP.  

 

Figure 2.5 - Connection for melting ice accretion on overhead contact lines through supplying different 

phases of the substation BB A in a closed circuit to the switching post SP or to the adjacent substation BB 

B. 

In the above figures, the circuit breakers and disconnectors showing filled symbols are 

switched-on and next specifications: SS A - substation A, SS B - substation B, SP - switching 

post. 

It is also necessary to consider the current carrying capacity of all the other supplying 

equipment, e.g. disconnectors, current transformers, cables and electrical connections.  

Two different electrical circuits can be used (12):  

- Supplying of an artificial short circuit between the contact line and the rails shown on Figure 

2.4. In this case, train operational services are not possible. This method is used for de-icing 

of an overhead contact line during a short period. After de-icing of the first line section, the 

second line is short-circuited, etc.  

- Supplying of the overhead contact line by two phases of one or two transformers shown on 

Figure 2.5. With this method train, operation is possible. As a result, the overhead contact 

line protection must ensure that the sum of traction and heating currents does not exceed 

the permissible line loading under the given environmental conditions. This connection can 

be used depending on the length of the supply section and the current required for melting 

as well as for pre-heating of the contact line. Since the current flows through the overhead 

contact line only with this method, there are no additional energy losses.  

The procedures of de-icing through the electric connections are mainly used in the northern 

parts of Russia, in Scandinavia, in France and in the Netherlands. German railway DB heats 

and pre-heats the contact line of the high-speed line Cologne - Frankfurt when weather 

conditions are favourable to ice accretion; these are done during the operational break at 

night by supplying several supply sections connected in series.  

Resistive wire heating de-icing – There are specialized Some companies:  Alston from France 

and Hitachi from Japan, developed de-icing system for overhead contact wire using built-in 
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wire with insulation resistance characteristics, and applied it to railway and tram systems, 

for example in Japan, France, South Korea and the UK. The system for removing icing is 

similar as process with composite conductors used in de-icing of high-voltage transmission 

lines.   

This is a good example of taking a technology from a different domain and adapting to the 

railway applications. 

3.2.3 Combining Solutions  

Any of the de-icing techniques presented, has advantages and disadvantages. The vibration 

drums remove the ice accretion only locally with low yield. This procedure could damage the 

contact wire. On the other hand, chemical procedures are short term and not so efficient. 

When melting existing ice accretions there is a danger of affecting the conductor’s 

properties. With pre-heating strategy, there is no danger of affecting conductor’s properties 

but the energy consumption is high.  

A new method is more attractive and efficient: the impulse resonance method combines 

both electrical and mechanical impacts. It is suited only for twin contact wires, on DC 

supplied railways. High currents flows in parallel conductors in the same direction they will 

be mutually attracted due to electromagnetic effects. The current impulse with a resonance 

frequency of 1.2 to 1.4Hz, generated by an impulse generator, causes the contact wires to 

vibrate with 50 to 75mm amplitudes. They clash against each other in the span and vibrate 

in the support range approximately vertically causing the ice accretion to shed. The mean 

current density is 2 A/mm2 at maximum. The advantages of this method include the low 

energy consumption leading to saving of approximately 20MWh for one de-icing procedure 

on a 100km long double-track line. The system also avoids the risk of thermal overloading of 

the contact line and the de-icing is accomplished in less than 10 min. (13) (14) (15) 

The type of de-icing technique used eventually depends on economic considerations in-

cluding the frequency of the ice accretion, the operational night-day conditions. Where 

there is a low probability of ice accretion, it is likely to be economic, during icing periods, to 

run trains more frequently to prevent icing and de-icing low thickness ice accretion.  

3.3 Lightning Mechanism And Protection Measures  

Railway systems must be protected against damage in case of lightning strikes. Thus, the 

return circuit together with the poles, the pole foundations with contact to the ground and 

the concrete reinforcement, perform the function of lightning protection on at-grade track 

sections. 

For lighting surge protection, outdoor-suited arrestors should be installed at each feeding 

point, at the ends of the feeding sections and at the end of the lines, at line couplings and at 
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the connections of electric loads. Additional arrestors should be installed on long sections 

and on bridges.  

The arrestor devices should be installed close to the contact line. In case of ballast 

superstructure with insulated rails, the arrestors should be connected to earth having an 

earthing resistance not more than 10 Ω according to EN 61024-1. The terminals of the 

arrestors should be as close as possible to the equipment to be protected, e.g. the arrestor 

should be directly connected to the cable termination at a feeding point. (3) (16)   

To protect the substation, VDV 525 recommends the installation of arrestor devices in the 

substation at each feeding cable and additionally a varistor between the return conductor 

and the structure earth.  

In order to maintain the impulse resistance and inductance in the arrester path to a 

minimum, the earth connections should be as short as possible. 

Vis-à-vis the external lightning protection, suitable overvoltage protection circuits are 

adopted to protect sensitive equipment assets. 

In accordance with EN 62 305-2, the frequency of lightning current assessments showed that 

95% of all lightning currents are less than 40 kA and 99% lower than 60 kA. 

We should not expect to back flashovers if the impulse earthing resistance Rdis satisfies the 

relationship: 

Rdis ≤ U in/Ip Equation 2.8 

 

Rdis = impulse earthing resistance; Uin = impulse withstand voltage of the insulation; Ip = peak 

value of the lightning current at pole or steel structure;  

When small size earth electrodes (e.g. pole foundations) the surge earthing resistance have 

to be approximated to the earth electrode resistance at nominal frequency. 

The allowed values for the impulse earthing resistance increase due to higher withstand 

impulse voltage insulation used for AC 25 kV railways. Therefore, this allows requirements 

for impulse earthing resistance must be satisfied easier than 15 kV railway. 

Surge lighting voltage are two types: direct lighting voltage and indirect lighting voltage 

surges. Such a direct lightning strike on an overhead contact line will cause lightning voltage 

peak. 

When overhead contact line is in electric field between cloud and earth, the indirect 

lightning voltage discharges surges occur as lightning discharges. Moreover, when a 

thunderstorm is approaching, a field of this kind induces charge in overhead contact lines. 
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The negative charges are discharged into the earth through the discharge resistance of the 

numerous parallel contact line insulators, while positive charges are retained by the field 

emitted by the cloud. If the cloud is discharged in close proximity to of overhead contact 

lines, the charges is transmitted in this line and propagated as a wave along the overhead 

contact line. Thus indirect lightning impulse overvoltage is smaller in magnitude than direct 

lightning strike. 

Limitation of impulse voltage in overhead contact line installations can be achieved through 

over-voltage protection devices. Thus, the most important overvoltage protection device is 

the valve-type arrestor. In addition, because only limited protection is possible with 

overvoltage protection devices, they are not used for economic reasons unless an extreme 

frequency of lightning exists.  

3.4 Environmental Pollution Influence And Preventive Measures 

Environmental pollution factors have a negative impact on the functionality and reliability of 

power supply systems, especially on components and operating elements are in outdoor 

space.  

These influences cannot be reduced directly, through reducing pollution level. Sources of 

these factors are external, related to railway networks; it was demonstrated that rail 

transport is the least polluting transportation mode. Taking in consideration these 

characteristics will be developed restrictions and measures to increase resistance against the 

corrosive action of ambient factors.  

As mentioned, this type of influence has negative effect mainly to the insulators reducing 

their quality of isolation. 

Insulation quality level is the choice of the electrical strength of the electrical equipment, 

dependent on the voltages occurring in the contact line network. The criteria for the 

necessary electrical strength is the design level, which depends on the nominal voltage and 

the use of the equipment. The use is designated by the overvoltage category. Correct choice 

of the design insulation level ensures that the equipment will withstand the necessary 

voltage. Withstand voltages are characterized by the wave shape and magnitude of 

representative overvoltage which the insulation will withstand with a defined probability.  

 

Nominal voltage 1)  

Highest 

permanent 

voltage2)             

Hated voltage          
Impulse voltage withstand 

level for overvoltage category  

V V V kV 
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Nominal voltage 1)  

Highest 

permanent 

voltage2)             

Hated voltage          
Impulse voltage withstand 

level for overvoltage category  

V V V kV 

Ueff 

AC DC AC/DC  III IV 
4)

 

460
3)

 

 

600 

750 

530 

720 

900 

630 

800 

1 000 

6 

8 

 

 

12 

 

1000 
3)

  1 150 1 250 8  

 

1 200 1 140 1 600 10 15 

1 500 1 800 2 000 12 18 

2 400 

3 000 

2 880 

3 600 

3 200 

1 000 

20 

 

40 

 

6 250 

15 000 

25 000 

50 000 

 

6 900 

17 250 

27 500 

55 000 

8 000 

18 000 

27 500 

55 000 

40                

75 

145 

250             

60 

95 

170 

300 

1)
 Conductor-earth voltages but conductor-conductor voltages for IT networks; 

2)
 Highest system voltage for nominal 

voltages to IEC 38 and EN 50 163; 
3)

 For train preheating equipment and point heaters; 
4)

 Applies to overhead contact lines  

Table 2.4 - Allocation of the rated voltage and impulse voltage to the nominal voltage and overvoltage 

category according to EN 50124-1  

Table 2.4 present withstand voltage intervals for most used nominal voltages used in DC and 

AC power supply systems for railways.  

3.4.1 Creep Age Distance 

Creep age is the shortest path between two conductive parts (or between a conductive part 

and the bounding surface of the equipment) measured along the surface of the insulation. A 

proper and adequate creep age distance protects against tracking, a process that produces a 

partially conducting path of localized deterioration on the surface of an insulating material 

as a result of the electric discharges. The creep age distance is a protective measure from 
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insulation design, in close correlation with insulation material, the degree of pollution in the 

environment and value of the voltage that will cause failure during standard testing.  

Tracking that damage the insulating material, normally occurs because of one or more of the 

following reasons:  

 Humidity in the atmosphere.  

 Presence of contamination.  

 Corrosive chemicals.  

 Altitude at which equipment is to be operated.  

Pollution 

level 

Specific 

minimum creep 

distance for AC 

(mm/kV) 

Specific 

minimum creep 

distance for DC 

(mm/kV) 1) 

Example of typical environments2) 

 

 

Light   1 28 32 

- Areas without industries and with low density of 

houses equipped with heating plants.  

- Areas with low density of industries or houses 

subjected to frequent wind and/or rainfall. 

- Agricultural areas. 

- Mountainous areas.  

All these areas shall be situated at least 10 km to 20 km 

from the sea and not exposed to winds directly from 

the sea.  

Medium   2 35 40 

- Areas with industries not producing highly 

polluting smoke and/or with average density of 

houses with heating plants.  

Heavy   3 43 50 

- Areas with heavy industrial density and the 

suburbs of large cities where the high density of 

heating systems causes contamination. 

- Areas with high-density housing and/or 

industries subject to frequent wind and/or 

rainfall. 

- Areas close to the sea or exposed to relatively 

strong winds from the sea. 

Very heavy   4 54 62 

- Areas exposed to wind from the sea but not too 

close to the coast (at least 10 km to 20 km 

distance).  

- Areas generally of moderate extent subjected to 

conductive dusts and industrial smoke producing 

very thick conductive deposits.  

- Areas generally of moderate extent, very close 
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Pollution 

level 

Specific 

minimum creep 

distance for AC 

(mm/kV) 

Specific 

minimum creep 

distance for DC 

(mm/kV) 1) 

Example of typical environments2) 

 

 

to the coast and exposed to sea spray or to very 

strong and polluting offshore winds.  

- Desert areas, characterized by no rain for long 

periods, exposed to polluting winds carrying 

sand and salt, and subjected to regular 

condensation.  

1) 
Recommended values due to experience; 

2)
 See also EN 50119:2001, Table A1; 

Table 2.5 - Pollution severity levels and specific minimum creep age distances for insulation design IEC 60 

815 system voltage as phase to earth voltage   

3.4.2 Clearance Distance.  

Clearance is the shortest distance between two conductive parts (or between a conductive 

part and the bounding surface of the equipment); measurements considered through air. 

Clearance distance helps prevent dielectric breakdown between electrodes caused by the 

ionization of air. The dielectric breakdown level is further influenced by relative humidity, 

temperature, and degree of pollution in the environment. 

Type of 

power 

supply 

 

Impulse voltage 

withstand level 

 

Clearance to earth Recommended clearances  between 

differing phases 

Static Dynamic Relative 

Voltage 

 

Static 

 

Dynamic 

 kV mm mm kV mm mm 

DC 0,60kV 12 100 50 not applicable 

DC 0,75kV 15 - - 
not applicable 

DC 1,5kV 18 100 50 

DC 3,0kV 
40 150 50 

not applicable 

60 - - 

AC 15kV 75 -  26,0 260 17G 

95 150 100 30,0 300 200 

AC 25kV 

145 - - 43,3 400 230 

170 270 150 50,0 540 300 

250 - - - - - 

300 - - - - - 

Table 2.6 - Minimum clearances for overhead contact lines according to EN 50119  
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3.4.3 General Recommendations 

In contact line systems of electric railways, the insulation co-ordination is performed as 

follows:  

 Determination of the impulse voltage withstand level in relation to the nominal voltage and 

the overvoltage category. Contact lines and feeder lines of electric railways are allocated to 

overvoltage category IV according to EN 50124-1. Circuits, which are directly connected to 

the contact line installation but are protected by direct or indirect overvoltage protection 

devices, are assigned to overvoltage category III. The allocation of the impulse voltage 

withstand level is made according to Table 2.4;  

 Determination of minimum air gaps as a function of the impulse voltage withstand level. A 

distinction may be made between permanent and temporary situations. In the case of 

section insulators, the distance between the active components may be reduced to 100 mm 

for voltages up to AC 25 kV unless special conditions are applied,  

 Determination of the minimum creep age distances using the design voltage from Table 2.4; 

and the degree of contamination according to Table 2.5. 

Examples for modelling and calculating creeping distance and clearance for overhead 

contact line system are presented further, inside the chapter of analysis of case study lines. 
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4 Models Of Influence Of Grade And Quality 
Components On Life Cycle Of Power Supply 
System. Solutions For Minimizing Negative 
Impact 

Depending on the purpose of the railway system, the operating conditions and the type of 

line and track will lead to specific requirements and demands on the contact lines.  

4.1 Overhead Contact Line System 

Overhead contact line systems include the live longitudinal contact line and the lateral and 

vertical supporting structures that suspend the contact line equipment. For these reasons  

calculations for determining the mechanical dimensions of the contact line are required.  

Structured: the overhead contact line system (OCS) contains overhead contact line, 

cantilevers, poles, foundations and return conductors to supply current for traction when 

electrical railways. The overhead contact line (OCL) consists of: contact wire, catenary wire, 

droppers, stitch wires, fixed points and tensioning devices. Will be analysed and detailed the 

components and elements that have that strong influence rate of failures and life of the 

power supply system. 

Table 3.1 present the type of current and the nominal voltage with their permissible 

variations; this is a starting characteristic of electrical requirements.  

An important characteristic as performance of a power supply system is maximum current-

carrying capacity. This become essential in comparison with industrial electricity distribution 

systems because short-circuits happened frequently in contact line networks.  

Electrification 
System 

Lowest Non-
permanent 
Voltage 

Lowest 
Permanent 
Voltage 

Nominal 
Voltage 

Highest 
Permanent 
Voltage 

Highest Non-
permanent 
Voltage 

600 Vdc 400 V 400V 600 V 720 V 800 V 

750 Vdc 500 V 500V 750 V 900 V 1 kV 

1, 5kVdc 1000 V  1000V 1, 5 kV 1800 V 1950 V 

3 kVdc 2 kV 2 kV 3 kV 3 kV 3 kV 

15 kVac/ 16.7 Hz 11 kV 12 kV 15 kV 17, 5 kV 18 kV 

25 kVac/ 50 Hz 17, 5 kV 19 kV 25 kV 27, 5 kV 29 kV 

Table 3.1 - Mainly used voltage levels of railways electricity power supply (17) 
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Other characteristics should be taken in consideration as mechanical requirements for 

contact line system: strength of wires, stranded conductors, and defined clearances between 

the contact line or third rail and the rails - for ensuring fault free interaction of the contact 

line with the current collector. Concerning overhead contact lines, the contact wire position 

should be related to the projected centreline of the super-elevated track. The height of the 

contact wire above rail is specified according to the type of railway and field of application: 

minimum contact wire height, maximum contact wire height and the permissible contact 

wire gradient; all are important.  

4.2 Overhead Contact Line 

The components and the structural elements of a contact line installation have to possess 

adequate) mechanical and electrical strength. A knowledge of the physical properties of all 

applied materials is essential for the correct design of contact, line installations.  

Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 list the important physical characteristics of materials as a basis for 

the design of contact line installations; these types of contact wires and stranded wires are 

used commonly in Europe. In these tables will be used symbols explained in the previous 

chapter. 

Property Unit 

Contact wires 

 

Cu CnAg0.1 CuMg0.5 

Ultimate strength 

σ 
10

6 
N/m

2
 

355 (AC-100) 360 (AC-100) 510 (AC-100) 

330 (AC-120) 350 (AC-120) 490 (AC-120) 

Modulus of 

elasticity E  
kN/mm

2
 120 120 120 

Coefficient of 

thermal 

expansion α 

10 6 K
-1

 17 17 17 

Coefficient of 

resistivity α20  
10-

3
 K 

1
 3.93 3.81 3.85 

Resistivity g20  Ω · mm
2
/m 0.01777 0.01777 0.02778 

Conductivity k20  S · m/mm
2
 56.3 56.3 36.0 

Specific mass ϒ  kg/dm
3
 8.9 8.9 8.9 
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Property Unit 

Contact wires 

 

Cu CnAg0.1 CuMg0.5 

Specific heat c  Ws / (kg · K) 380 380 380 

Coefficient of 

thermal 

conductivity λ 

W/(K · m) 377 375 59 

Table 3.2 - Physical properties of contact wires (EN 50 149; DIN 43 140; EN 60 865 -1; (18); (19))  

Property  Unit 
Conductors Origin 

Application BzII Al Steel 

Ultimate 

strength σ  
N/mm

2
 

- 172 - DIN 48200:61 - wire 

687 - 390 Bz III; steel I 

Bz II: 7-wire; steel II 589 - 650 

Modulus of 

elasticity E  
kN/mm

2
 113 60 180 DIN 48 203: 7-wire 

Coefficient of 

thermal 

expansion α  

10
-6

K
-1

 17 23 11 DIN 48203 

Coefficient of 

resistivity α20  
10

-3
K

-1
 

4 3.81 4 DIN 48 203 

EN 60 865-1  4 4.5 

Resistivity g20 S · mm
2
/m 0.02773 

0.02826 

0.0287 

 DIN 48203 

EN 60 865-1 0.138 

Conductivity 

k20 
S · m/mm

2
 36 35.38 7.25 

DIN 48 203 

EN 60865-1 

Specific mass ϒ kg/dm
3
 8.9 2.7 7.8 DIN 48 200 

Specific heat c  Ws/(kg · K) 380 910 480 EN 60 865-1 
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Coefficient of 

thermal 

conductivity λ 

W/(K · m) 59 222 67 
 

Table 3.3 - Physical properties of standard conductors (19)  

4.2.1 Distinctive Characteristics Of Materials In Contact Wires And Conductors 

Thanks to high conductivity, tensile strength, hardness and ability to withstand temperature 

changes and corrosion, hard-drawn electrolytic copper and copper alloys have become the 

established global contact wire material. Exposed to air, copper forms a hard but conductive 

oxide layer, which does not decrease the current from flowing.  

Alloy additives such as silver (0.1 %) or magnesium (0.5 %) make improvements for the 

mechanical and thermal properties of copper wires; these permit applications to use higher 

tensile forces (high-speed traffic). Magnesium alloy metals reduces the material 

conductivity. Attempts were made for cadmium alloy, but is no longer permitted in most 

European countries because of the associated environmental pollution risks.  

In contrast, aluminium forms an oxide layer of poor conductivity and is not suitable for 

sliding contact. All attempts to use aluminium as contact wire material have failed. 

Copper-clad steel contact wires with a bronze or copper content of 45 % were installed in 

Germany along lines (from Nuremberg to Augsburg, near Dessau and in Silesia in the 1940). 

Up to the time, when the copper on the contact surfaces had worn, the steel was affected 

and conductor wore very quickly and affected operating reliability. Copper-clad steel contact 

wires are currently used in Japan and Russia (20).  

Contact wire and pantograph materials – Current collectors sliding on contact line are main 

factor of wearing the contact wires (21). Combination of contact materials, used for collector 

strips and contact wires, affects the rate of wear of these components. The lowest rates of 

wear are achieved using a combination of copper contact wire with carbon collector strips. 

Steel and copper collector strips lead to considerably higher rates of wear. Since the 

resulting reduction of the cross-sectional area of the contact, wire reduces its current-

carrying capacity and increases the tensile stress, if the force applied is not reduced 

proportionally will start a process of accelerated wear. In this regard, the permitted wear is 

limited between 20 % and 30 % of the original cross-sectional area, after that should be 

replaced.  

4.2.2 Stranded Wires And Conductors 

Galvanized steel or high-grade stainless steel wires are used for pole earthing and the wind 

stays of the steady arms, respectively. Stranded steel wires are used also for head spans and 

catenary wires.  
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In overhead contact line installations, stranded conductors are used both for suspension and 

tensioning purposes and as electrical conductors. The most common stranded wire designs 

are shown in Figure 3.1; wrought copper alloy, CuMg0.5, which can carry heavy mechanical 

and electrical loads, has become widely used. In modern railways networks from Central 

Europe, the majority of catenary wire, head-span and cross-span wires, stitch wires and 

droppers, are made of this alloy. Stranded wires of electrolytic copper, E-Cu, are mainly used 

as electrical connectors between the catenary wire and the contact wire. E-Cu conductors 

are often used to increase the current-carrying capability of the contact line systems of DC 

railways.  

 

Figure 3.1 - Stranded wire cross sections  

Galvanized steel stranded conductors were also used as catenary wires; head-span and cross 

span wires into former contact line installations; vulnerability to corrosion is the main 

disadvantage of simple steel conductors. Taken this in consideration, flexible and high-

tensile strength stranded steel conductor with bitumen protection is used for tensioning 

wheel ropes, when is needed for high mechanical loads. Aluminium conductors, due to their 

weight, generally used for electrical parallel feeder lines, bypass and other feeder cables, 

which mainly used for their loading characteristics.   

Aluminium is cheaper and extremely corrosion-resistant because of itself protective oxide 

layer has formed. For these reasons is used even though it has lower conductivity and tensile 

strength than copper. In Russia, copper catenary wires comprising copper-clad wires with 

individual strands of copper with a steel core are widely used. German railway DB has 

experienced negative results with copper-clad steel wires since damage to the thin, outer 

copper layer by the clips used during installation work, led to rapid corrosion of the steel 

cores.  

Because European standards does not cover copper-based stranded conductors, National 

Standards should be applied. Specifications and technical properties and conditions for 

conductors and stranded wires are presented in:  

 DIN 43 138: Flexible copper and copper alloy conductors  

 DIN 48 201, Part 1: Copper stranded conductors 

 DIN 48 201, Part 2: Bronze stranded conductors  
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 EN 50 182: Conductors for overhead lines. Conductors made of aluminium, 

aluminium alloy and steel.  

Synthetic ropes – For anchors of plastic cantilevers, bridle-and-pulley suspensions and cross-

spans, could be used types of synthetic ropes made of polyester acrylamide fibres. These 

ropes fulfil mechanical as well as insulating functions as in standard EN 50 345. 

4.2.3 Dead Loads For Contact Line 

Dead load for overhead contact lines means dead weight of wires, conductors, insulators, 

stitch wires and fittings. These are considered as whole and described by mass per unit 

length and noted with m'; it is calculated relative to support spacing. The force because of 

gravity acting on a conductor, relative to its length, is named “load on unit length” and noted 

with G':  

G' = m' · g Equation 3.1 

In this equation, g is the acceleration because of gravity.  

Mechanical specifications masses and loads per unit length of commonly used contact wires; 

conductors are presented inside the Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 -.  

Designation A m’ G’ 

mm2 kg/m N/m 

Copper and copper alloy contact wires 

AC- 80   0.71  6.98  

AC-100  100  0.89  8.73  

AC-107 107  0.95  9.34  

AC-120  120  1.07  10.48  

AC-150  150  1.34  13.10  

Copper and copper conductors 

10  10,02  0.090  0.88  

16  15.89  0.143  1.40  

25  24.25  0.218  2.14  

35  34.36  0.310  3.04  

50
1)

  49.48  0.446  4.38  

70  65.81  0.596  5.85  
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95  93.27  0.845  8.29  

120 116.99  1.060  10.40  

Aluminium conductors  

240  242.54  0.670  6.57  

400  400.14  1.107  10.86  

625  626.20  1.732  16.99  

Conductors of ACSR 185/30  213.6  7.44  72.99  

Conductors of ACSR 240/40  283.5  9.85  96.63  

1) seven-strand 

Table 3.4 - Mass per unit length and load per unit length of new, unworn contact wires and conductors  

 

Designation G' G' G' 

N/m N/m N/m 

Contact line type  Sicat S1.0 Madrid-Seville Sicat H1.0 

Contact wire  8.73 10.48 10.48 

Catenary wire 4.35 5.85 10.40 

Droppers  0.11 0.20 0.20 

Clips  0.19 0.40 0.40 

Stitch wires  0.15 0.85 0.85 

Sum   13.53  17.18 22.33 

Value used in planning   14.00  18.00  23.00 

Table 3.5 - Load per unit length for contact lines  

The load per unit length of a contact wire of cross section area  and with a specific mass 

of ; calculated using the following equation:  

  Equation 3.2 

 

   

N/m mm2 Kg/dm3 
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Stranded conductors have individual strands up to 3 % longer than the actual conductor 

length. The dead load because of fittings, droppers and other fittings may differ from one 

span to the next. In practical design and planning work, the self-weight of these components 

is determined for a typical span length and corresponding loads per unit length are 

calculated then using this value. Table 3.5 includes such approximated values for various 

contact line designs.  

4.2.4 Tensile Forces Acting On Conductors And Wires  

Table 3.6 shows the essential mechanical properties of conductors and wires commonly 

used in overhead contact lines  

Generally, the tensile forces for overhead contact lines are in the interval of 10 to 15 kN. The 

tensile forces acting on and within conductors and wires of overhead contact lines are 

determined from designing stage of overhead contact line system. As example, design Sicat 

H1.0 for high-speed overhead contact line establish the tensile force on the catenary wire as 

21 kN and on the contact wire as 27 kN. The special situation when the speed-record runs by 

the SNCF in 2007 used contact-wire tensile forces as high as 40kN. The basis of all 

calculations is the permissible stress of the respective materials, which is used to determine 

the maximum permissible tensile forces. (22) (23) (24) 

From the maximum permitted tensile stress αper and the cross section area A of the 

respective conductor, the maximum permissible tensile force Fper is calculated using the 

equation:  

Fper = αper · A Equation 3.3 

 

The standard EN 50119 requires that the maximum permissible tensile stress under 

operating conditions should be calculated as follows:  

αper = αmin · 0, 65 · ktemp · kwear · kload · keff · kclamp · kjoint Equation 3.4 

The symbols in equation (5.4) indicate:  

αmin - minimum rated tensile strength.  

ktemp - factor which gives the relationship between the maximum operating tem-

perature and permissible tensile stress, examples of these values are given in Table 

5.4   

kwear - factor expressing the permitted maximum wear, e.g. kwear is 0.8 for a maximum 

permitted reduction of the cross section to 80 % of its nominal value. 

kload - factor that expresses the effect of wind and ice loads, the recommended values 

are given in Table 5.5.  
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keff - factor used to describe the characteristics of the tensioning equipment; keff is 

assumed to be equal to the efficiency specified and proven by the manufacturer. In 

normal designs, keff can be assumed to be 0, 95 in the calculation; for designs of 

greater accuracy and an efficiency of more than 0, 95, it is permissible to assume keff 

= 1.0.  

kclamp - factor used to describe the characteristics of the tensioning clamps; if the 

force that can be transmitted by the clamps is greater than 95 % of the nominal 

tensile force on the contact wire, this factor can be assumed to be 1,0 otherwise it is 

equal the ratio of the clamping force to the tensile strength.  

kjoint - factor which describes the reduction of the tensile: strength because of 

welded, brazed or soldered joints, It is equal to the ratio of the tensile strength of 

welded or soldered joint to the higher strength of the contact wire. If no such joints 

are used, a value of 1.0 is assigned to kjoint.  

The normal operated tensile stress may not exceed 65 % of the nominal rated tensile 

strength of the contact wire. 

Nominal cross-

section (mm2)  

Specified 

cross-section 

(mm2) 

Number of 

strands 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Related tensile strength 

N/mm2 

E-Cu Bzll AL1 

Conductors        

10  10.02 7 4.1 401 587 - 

16  15.89 7 5.1 401 587 180 

25  24.25 7 6.3 401 587 190 

35  34.36 7 7.5 401 587 175 

50  49.48 7 9.0 401 578 170 

50  48.35 19 9.0 401 587 185 

70  65.81 19 10.5 401 587 180 

95 93.27 19 12.5 401 587 170 

120  116.99 19 14.0 401 578 170 

240  242.54 61 20.3 401 578 180 

400  400.14 61 26.0 401 578 170 

625.  626.20 91 32.6 - - 170 
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Nominal cross-

section (mm2)  

Specified 

cross-section 

(mm2) 

Number of 

strands 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Related tensile strength 

N/mm2 

E-Cu Bzll AL1 

185/30  213.60 26/7 19 - - 306 

240/40  285.50 26/7 21.8 - - 301 

Contact wires    Cu-ETP CuAg0.1 CuMg0.5 

AC-80 80 - 10.6 355 365 520 

AC-100, BC1OO 100 - 12.0 355 360 510 

AC-107  107 - 12.3 350 350 500 

BC-107  107  12.24 350 350 500 

AC-120  120  13.2 330 350 490 

BC-120  120  12.85 330 350 490 

AC-150  150  14.8 310 350 470 

BC-150 150  14.5 310 350 470 

Table 3.6 - Material properties of conductors in accordance with DIN 48 201, EN 50 182 and of contact of 

wires in accordance with EN 50149  

 

Contact wire 

type  

Maximum operating 

temperature  

80°c  100°C  

Cu  1.0  0.8  

CuAg0.1  1.0  1.0  

CuSn  1.0  1.0  

CuMg0.5  1.0  1.0  

Table 3.7 - Factor ktemp for contact wires in accordance with EN 50119  

 

Design of overhead 

contact line  

Wind and Ice 

load 

Wind load 
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CW and CA automatic 

termination  

0.95 1.0 

CW automatic termination, 

CA fixed tensioned  

0.90 0.95 

CW and CA fixed tensioned  0.70 0.80 

CW = contact wire; CA = catenary wire  

Table 3.8 - Factor k load for contact wires in accordance with EN 50 119  

 

Type of catenary 

wire  

Maximum operating 

temperature  

80°c  100°C  

Cu  1.0  0.8  

Al-alloy  1.0  0.8  

CuAg  1.0  1.0  

CuMg - steel  1.0  1.0  

ASCR  1.0  1.0  

Table 3.9 - Factor ktemp for catenary wires in accordance with EN 50 119  

 

Type of 

tensioning 

kwind 

kice up to above 

= 100km/h 

Automatic 

termination  
1.00 0.95 1.0  

Fixed tensioned  0.95 0.90 0.95  

Table 3.10 - Factors kwind and k ice for catenary wires in accordance with EN 50 119  

4.2.5 Wearing Mechanism And Service Life Of The Overhead Contact Line 

Contact wire wear, when increased, has special significance. Loosing material at the contact 

point, conducts to increasing local tensioning stresses; these lead to wear that is more 

intensive. This process is due to arcing because of insufficient or non-existent contact 
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pressure between the contact wire and the pantograph. Similar phenomena also occur 

because of superimposed vibration in the contact line system. 

Major local wear at contact point, determines the service life of the contact wire. If 20 % of 

the cross section has been worn, contact wire splice connectors or new contact wire sections 

must be installed at the affected positions. 

The contact wire needs to be checked during maintenance to ensure the residual cross 

section is more than the minimum permissible cross section. The residual thickness h (Figure 

3.2) or the width a, of the displaced contact surface can be measured requiring a 

relationship between the measured quantities h or a, and the residual cross-section.  

 

Figure 3.2 - Contact wire cross section with residual thickness h and contact surface width a  

In the case of a grooved contact wire type AC (Figure 1.2a) with circular shape, the worn 

area can be calculated from equation:  

 

Equation 3.5 

 

Different stresses can be observed on the individual contact wires of twin contact wires on 

DC railways, whereby the more severe local wear alternates between the two contact wires. 

The reason for this is uneven pantograph distribution of contact force on the two contact 

wires and the associated different transition resistances between the contact wires and the 

collector strips, which results in current collection from only one contact wire or the other in 

certain line sections.  

4.2.6 Electrically Power Characteristics Of Contact Lines 
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Figure 3.3 - Electrical schematic of traction power supply  

Electrical characteristics such as the impedance, current distribution and current capability 

determine the energy transmission behaviour of a contact line system. The electrical 

characteristics of a contact line and the corresponding protection required for the electric 

installations and operating equipment are designed in view of the current to be transmitted 

via the contact line system. Once the transmission characteristics and currents are known, it 

is possible to evaluate the electromagnetic interferences being emitted by an electric railway 

line. The contact line system can be assumed to act as a long conductor installed above 

ground. Figure 3.3 shows the basic supply scheme. The basic relationships within the contact 

line system are:  

- The substation supplies the electric energy with a source voltage Uss and the current Itrc.  

- The energy is transmitted from the substation to the traction vehicles via the contact line. 

The line impedance Z in case of AC supplies or the resistance R in case of DC supplies causes 

a voltage drop ∆U and a power loss ∆P along the contact line, the return circuit included.  

- The electric power depends on the conditions of the train at the respective time.  

- The traction current Itrc returns to the substation through the return circuit consisting of the 

rails and return conductors. In AC supplies, the earth is part of the return circuit.  

In the following, the equations are for single-phase AC railways. Since there is no reactive 

component effective in direct-current supplies, the simpler relationships applying to DC 

railways can be deduced from the AC-related equations when replacing the impedance by 

the resistance.  

The power   traction of the train has to be transferred to the train via the collectors 

under the respective conditions.  

Strc = Utrc  Itrc 
 

Equation 3.6 

 

4.2.7 Resistances And Impedances Of Overhead Contact Lines 

The impedance of the loop comprising the contact line and the return circuit is commonly 

called the line impedance. In DC railway installations, the line impedance is obtained from 

the resistances of all parallel contact lines, reinforcing feeder conductors or cables and the 
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return circuit comprising the track resistance including all parallel return conductors. The 

impedances of contact lines are usually expressed in relation to the length.  

The resistance per unit length of conductors, wires, cables and rails is determined by the 

electrical properties of the materials that these components are made of. A summary of 

material properties, which have been specified in standards, in publications on contact line 

materials and in research reports on new contact line materials, has been listed in Table 3.2 

and Table 3.3. The resistance per unit length of wires, conductors, rails and earth is 

determined in the following.  

Wires and conductors  

The resistance per unit length of wires and conductors is calculated by:  

 

Equation 3.7 

  

Where:  

 - specific resistivity in ; k - specific conductivity ;  - length in m or km; A 

cross section in mm2.  

The resistivity 12 of the conductor material is a function of the temperature. The con-

ductivity  is defined by   to 200 °C and the following applies  

  Equation 3.8 

 

In this equation,  is the conductor temperature in °C and the temperature coefficient of 

the resistivity.  

In Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, the specific properties at 20°C and the temperature coefficients 

are presented for contact line conductor materials.  

The resistance per unit length of parallel conductors is obtained from  

 

Equation 3.9 

 

 

Conductor  A R' at 20°C R' at 40°C 

 mm2 new 
20 % 

worn 
new 

20 % 

worn 
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Conductor  A R' at 20°C R' at 40°C 

 mm2 new 
20 % 

worn 
new 

20 % 

worn 

Cu AC-80  80 223 278 240 300 

Cu AC-100  100 179 223 193 240 

Cu AC-120  120 149 186 160 200 

Cu AC-150  150 119 149 128 160 

CA Cu  50
1)

 360 - 390 - 

CA Cu  70 271 - 292 - 

CA Cu  95 191 - 206 - 

CA Cu  120 153 - 165 - 

CA Cu  150 121 - 131 - 

CA Bzll  50
1
) 561 - 605 - 

CA Bzll  70 422 - 455 - 

CA Bzll  95 298 - 321 - 

CA Bzll  120 237 - 255 - 

CA Bzll  150 189 - 204 - 

Conductor rails 

soft iron  5100 22,5 - 25.2 - 

soft iron  7625 15,0 - 16.8 - 

composite
2)

  5100 6.8 - 7.3 - 

composite
2
) 2100 16,4 - 17.6 - 

FL 243-ALl  240 118 - 126 - 

FL 625-ALl  625 45 - 48 - 

CA steel  50
1)

 3880 - 4230 - 

1)
 seven-strand; 

2)
 aluminium-steel composite rail; AC contact wire, CA catenary wire, FL feeder line with reinforcing 

conductor (RL)   

Table 3.11 - Resistances per unit length of conductors at 20°C and 40°C, values in m/km  
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Table 3.11 presents the resistance of conductors often used in contact line installations. 

Equation 3.9 can be used to calculate the resistance of overhead contact line designs given 

in Table 3.12.  

4.2.8 Running Rails, Conductors Rails  

The resistance of steel running rails can be obtained from equations Equation 3.7 and 

Equation 3.8 with  and .  Table 3.13 gives the 

characteristic properties of commonly used running rails. The resistance of single-track and 

double track lines is one-half or one quarter, respectively. Where rail joints are used, the 

resistance R' is increased according to the material and cross section. A commonly accepted 

value is 0.5 % per joint.  

The resistance of conductor rails made of soft iron can be determined from equations 

Equation 3.7  and Equation 3.8 with  and . An additional 

rail length of 2.5 m per joint may consider the effect of joints.  

The conductivity of aluminium composite conductor rail is governed by the electrical 

properties of aluminium with  including the steel content as well, 

being 0.0036K-1. Wear of the steel plate does not need to be considered when determining 

the resistance. Table 3.14 shows the resistance per unit length of conductor rails.  

For example, a conductor rail made of soft iron with 5100 mm2 with 20 joints per kilometre 

has a resistance of 0.115 · (1000 + 20 · 2.5)/5100 = 23.7 m/km at 20 °C without wear.  

4.2.9 Earth Return Path  

Although the differing types of soil show a great variety of resistivity, the resistance of earth 

to DC currents is zero due to the huge cross section involved. However, in case of AC 

currents, the earth possesses a resistance. The resistance per unit length of the earth return 

path  is a function of the frequency of the power supply.  

 

Overhead contact 

line configuration  

Catenary wire cross-sectional area in mm2 

50 70 95 120 150 

Contact 

wire 

Catenary 

wire 

20°

C 
40°C 20°C 40°C 20°C 40°C 20°C 40°C 20°C 40°C 

Cu AC-100
1) 

 BzII  136 147 126 135 112 121 102 110 92 99 

Cu AC-100
1)

  Cu  119 129 108 116 92 100 82 89 72 78 
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Cu AC-100
2)

  BzII  160 172 146 157 128 137 115 124 102 110 

Cu AC-100
2)

  Cu  138 148 122 132 103 111 91 98 78 85 

Cu AC-120
1)

  BzII  118 127 110 119 99 107 91 99 83 90 

Cu AC-120
1)

  Cu  105 114 96 104 84 90 75 81 67 72 

Cu AC-120
2)

  BzII  140 151 129 139 115 123 104 112 94 101 

Cu AC-120
2)

 Cu  123 132 110 119 94 102 84 90 73 79 

Cu AC-150
1)

  BzII  98 106 93 100 85 92 79 85 73 79 

Cu AC-150
1)

  Cu  89 96 83 89 73 79 67 72 60 65 

Cu AC-150
2)

  BzII  118 127 110 118 99 107 92 98 83 90 

Cu AC-150
2)

  Cu  105 114 96 103 84 90 76 81 67 72 

2Cu AC-120
1)

  Bzll  66 71 63 68 60 64 57 61 53 57 

2Cu AC-120
1)

  Cu  62 67 58 63 54 58 50 54 46 50 

2Cu AC-120
2)

  BzII  80 86 76 82 71 76 67 72 62 67 

2Cu AC-120
2)

  Cu  74 80 69 75 63 67 58 62 53 57 

2Cu AC-120
1)

  2BzII  59 63 55 59 50 54 46 49 42 45 

2Cu AC-120
1)

  2Cu  53 57 48 52 42 45 38 41 33 36 

2Cu AC-120
2)

  2BzII  70 75 65 70 57 62 52 56 47 51 

2Cu AC-120
2)

  2Cu  61 66 55 59 47 51 42 45 37 40 

1)
 new contact wire; 

2)
 contact wire 20 % worn  

Table 3.12 - Resistance per unit length R' of overhead contact lines at 20 'C and 40 'C, data in mΩ/km  

According to (25),  

    Equation 3.10 

 

In this equation: µ0 is a constant magnetic space; µr relative permeability; f frequency,  

µ0 = 4 -10
-7

H/m = 4 · 10
-4

Vs/(A km) Equation 3.11 

 

The relative permeability µr of the soil may be assumed as unity. Inserting µ0 from equation 

Equation 3.11 leads to  

      Equation 3.12 
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Therefore, the resistance per unit length is calculated to be 16.4 mΩ/km for 16, 7 Hz and 

49.3mΩ/km for 50Hz.  

4.2.9.1 Inductance, reactance and impedance  

The impedance of a conductor-earth loop consists of its resistance and reactance. The 

reactance depends on the inductance L and the frequency f.  

 

Rail type m' H Fw A u eqA R' mΩ/km 

 kg/m mm mm mm2 mm mm 
wear 

0% 

wear 

15% 

549  49,43 149 125 6297 600 44,77 35,7 42,0 

R50  50,50 152 132 6450 620 45,31 34,5 40,6 

S54  54,54 154 125 6948 630 47,03 32,0 37,6 

UIC54  54,40 159 140 6934 630 46,98 32,0 37,6 

560  60,30 172 150 7650 680 49,35 28,9 34,0 

UIC60  60,34 172 150 7686 680 49,46 28,9 34,0 

R65  65,10 180 150 8288 700 51,36 25,2 29,9 

m' - mass per unit length; H - height of rail; Fw - foot width; A - cross section; eqA - cross section-area-equivalent radius: 

;  R' - resistance at 20 
0
C  

Table 3.13 - Characteristic properties of commonly used running rail types  

 

 

 

Type of conductor rail 

Soft iron 5100 

mm2 

Degree of wear 

Soft iron 7625 

mm2 

Degree of wear 

Al-

composite 

5100mm2 

Al-composite 

2100mm2 

 0% 20% 0% 20%   

-30 15,8 19,7 10,5 13,2 5,6 13,4 

20 22,5 28,1 15,0 18,8 6,8 16,4 

40 25,2 31,5 16,8 21,0 7,3 17,6 

Table 3.14 - Resistances per unit length of conductor rail types, mΩ/km  
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4.2.10 High-Speed And Heavy-Duty Railway Lines 

High-speed and heavy-duty railway lines, e.g. underground and metropolitan railway lines 

with short headways between trains, have different characteristics of power loading for 

traction than of general railway traffic. Loading power like impulse on contact line 

installations characterizes these types of railway. From experiments, the specific energy 

demand of high-speed railway lines can be as high as 1 to 1.3 MW /km but for heavy-duty 

railway lines as high as 1.7 to 2.5 MW /km; values for double-track lines. The load current 

per unit length can be used as an acceptable basis for estimating the required substation 

capacity. (26) 

4.2.11 Maximum Train Currents 

In order to achieve compatibility between traction power supply and rolling stock for 

interoperable lines in the European railway networks the standard EN 50 388 specifies 

maximum allowable train currents including auxiliaries consumers. The levels apply both in 

tractive and regenerative modes. The trains need automatic devices that adapt the level of 

power consumption depending on the overhead line voltage in steady-state operation. 

4.2.12 Short-Circuit Loads 

Short circuits in contact line installations are caused by damage or faults in the insulating 

components installed between conductive components having different electric potentials. 

The main reasons for faults are ageing material and physical damage to insulating 

components as well as over voltages and pollution deposits leading to insulation breakdown 

or arcing. Sustained short circuits are most frequently the result of operational errors, e.g. 

not removing earthing and short-circuiting equipment before switching on the power supply, 

or electric traction vehicles entering earthed contact line sections. 

Short circuits lead to high mechanical and thermal stresses in the affected electric instal-

lations. Energy supply cuts and dangerous situations may result. To select the components, 

especially circuit breakers and set up protective equipment correctly, knowledge is required 

on the magnitude of the expected short-circuit currents. Short circuits in railway installations 

can also induce dangerous voltages in cables and metal structures parallel to the railway 

line. 

In an AC contact line system, any earth connection will constitute a short circuit. The short-

circuit current in single-phase AC railway traction systems can be calculated using the 

formulae in Table 10.18. 

In Table 3.15 taken from EN 50 388 typical data for short circuit currents are listed. The data 

depend on the type of power supply and are considerably higher in DC and AC 15kV 16.7Hz 

systems than in AC 25kV 50Hz. 
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Power supply system Substations 
connected in parallel 

(Y/N) 

Short - circuit current 

AC 25kV 50Hz N 15 

AC 15V 16,7Hz Y 40 

DC 3,0kV Y 50
* 

DC 1,5kV Y 100
*
 

DC 0,750kV Y 100
*
 

* EN 50 123-1 

Table 3.15 - Maximum contact line - short circuit currents according to EN 50 388  

4.2.13 Overhead Line Disconnectors  

Overhead line disconnectors isolate or connect overhead line sections, circuit groups or 

sections of traction power lines. Overhead line disconnectors consist of a fixed and a moving 

contact as shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, which could be operated electrically or 

manually. They are mounted on pole cross-arms  

    

Figure 3.4 - Overhead contact line disconnectors for DC 1.5 or 3 kV; fixed connections for cur rents up 

to 2 000 A in mass transit systems (Siemens 8WL6114)  

 

Figure 3.5 - Overhead contact line disconnectors for AC 15 and 25 kV with composite insulators for load 

currents up to 2 500 A (Siemens 8WL6127-0F)  
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The disconnectors devices should comply with the requirements for DC systems, in EN 50 

123-4, and for AC systems stipulated in EN 50152-2. They need function for the rated current 

and rated voltage of the system. Disconnectors are not designed as load interrupters, but in 

overhead contact lines, they should be suited to interrupt rated operational currents for a 

number of switching cycles. After reaching this number of cycles, the arcing horns checked 

and replaced in case of severe burn off. (27), (28) 

4.2.14 Overhead Line Insulators And Insulating Materials 

Insulators devices need to separate energized components of the contact wire and traction 

power lines from each other and from earth. They support mechanical and electrical loading 

resulting from the energized system and, therefore, have to satisfy both electrical and 

mechanical requirements. 

Insulators have to support to tensile stress in suspended and dead-end positions; need to 

withstand compression and bending loads in cantilevers. Line post insulators on poles are 

also subjected to bending stresses resulting from horizontal forces. The selection and design 

of the insulators must take these stresses and the local ambient environmental conditions 

into consideration.  

If an insulator in a cantilever failed under tensile, compression or bending loads, this could 

lead to damage of pantographs resulting in the tear down of the overhead contact line along 

the full braking distance of the train. Similar effects could ensue from failures of the dead-

end insulators, which are stressed by tensile forces. 

Insulating materials - Porcelain, glass, cast resin and glass-fibre reinforced plastic with or 

without polymeric sheath are employed as insulating materials for insulators in overhead 

contact line systems.  

The insulators made by porcelain consist mainly of hard porcelain of group C 120 in 

accordance with EN 60 672-1, which is composed of china clay, feldspar and aluminium, 

formerly used quartz porcelain is no longer employed for high-performance insulators. The 

quality of the porcelain is largely dependent upon the uniformity of the mineral composition 

within the insulator and depends by the manufacturing process, especially by heating 

process. Porcelain is employed for long-rod insulators, for line post and for cap-and-pin 

insulators.  

Temperature changes also affect the ageing of the cement that connects the porcelain body 

to the end fittings manufactured from malleable cast iron and that must compensate the 

differing expansion properties of these materials. Sealants using Portland and sulphur 

cement are affected more severely than those manufactured from lead-antimony alloy are, 

but possess a greater resistance to higher temperatures, e.g. during short-circuits.  
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Cap-and-pin insulators can also be made from pre-stressed glass in accordance with IEC 60 

672-2. Alkali-lime-silicate glass is employed which, is cooled down gradually after shaping. 

This promotes the avoidance of undesirable internal stresses.  

Plastic insulators of various designs manufactured from cyclo-aliphatic epoxy resin and 

polyurethane cast resin (CEP and PUR), from PTFE (Teflon) and silicone rubber are also 

employed. UV resistance and stability against climatic impacts are required for outdoor 

applications.  

Plastics allow a higher degree of shaping flexibility in comparison to glass and porcelain, 

which permits a high level of dimensional stability and the inserting of fastening elements. 

Leakage currents represent a disadvantage.  

While porcelain and glass insulators are brittle materials that are impact-sensitive, plastic 

insulators are tough. They are vandal resistant and facilitate transport and installation due to 

their low weight.  

Composite insulators with glass fibre reinforced cores manufactured in accordance with EN 

50 151 from cast resin and sheds made from various materials, e.g. PTFE or silicone rubber, 

are suitable for higher voltages and high mechanical loads.  

The use of glass fibre reinforced plastic cantilevers in urban mass transit installations over 

the last 30 years has been a positive experience. The resins used to bond the glass fibres are 

subject to ageing caused by weathering in the form of alternating moisture and drying of the 

surface combined with UV radiation. As a result, the resin layers are eroded and glass fibres 

become exposed. The penetration depth over a period of 50 years is estimated to be only 

few tenths of a millimeter and therefore has minimum influence on the strength. This 

process can be retarded, for example, by applying a synthetic fabric close to the surface with 

a thicker resin layer. (29) 

As an important characteristic, insulators have to be suitable for regions with high pollution. 

IEC 60 433 standard deals with bodies of insulators; these are manufactured from porcelain 

and consist of glazed porcelain material, and are provided with cast connection fittings at 

either end. Metal caps and insulator bodies are cemented with lead-antimony, Portland 

cement or sulphur cement. Lead alloys are elastic, but heat-sensitive; Portland cement 

sealant is hard and heat compatible; sulphur cement sealant is more elastic, but less heat 

compatible. Foundations, poles and other supporting structures. 

Erosion effects and early ageing can occur on moist and polluted plastic insulators due to 

electrostatic partial discharges. The degree of pollution on contact line systems is more 

severe due to mixed traffic with diesel traction, which left corrosive substances that react 

aggressively in the atmosphere. The pollution particles contain ion-forming materials that 
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combine with the moisture in the atmosphere and form electrolytes. A moisture layer 

composed of small droplets of dew or drizzle is especially dangerous. The resulting leakage 

creep age currents heat the surface and lead to increased conductivity of the electrolyte 

process. The creation flashovers discharges depends on these processes.   

Creep age currents of up to 150 µA created on DC railways because of climatic conditions 

and pollution, leads to corrosion damage at the insulators connection fittings and cause the 

reduction of the diameter amounts to between 0.15 and 0.6 mm per year and requires the 

replacement of tunnel insulators every few years.  

The service life of modern porcelain insulators without flashovers is estimated to be 50-' to 

60 years. Failures of glass insulators are determined by their greater sensitivity to arcing and 

temperature changes compared to porcelain. (30) (31) (7) 

4.2.15 Classification Of Actions Exerted On Contact Lines 

Loads and actions on contact lines can be classified by their application or by their nature 

and/or structural response.  

- Permanent loads are dead weight of supports including foundations, fittings and fixed 

equipment, dead weight of conductors and the effects of applicable conductor tensile forces. 

The characteristic value of permanent loads can normally be determined as one value since 

the variability of permanent actions is very small.  

- Variable loads comprise wind loads, ice loads, or other imposed loads. Wind, ice loads 

temperatures are climatic conditions, which can be determined from statistics or considered 

from applicable standards (EN 50125-2). For variable actions, are considered characteristic 

values as nominal value, upper maximum value of probability, lower minimum value; having 

probability for one year.  

Accidental actions are represented by failure load events, etc. and are related to safety 

aspects. The representative value is a characteristic value corresponding to a specified 

condition.  

Construction and maintenance loads take into account working procedures, temporary 

loading, lifting arrangements etc. The characteristic values for construction and maintenance 

loads are deterministic values provided to assure the safety of personnel. 

4.2.16 Permanent Loadings  

During the life cycle of an installation, permanent actions vary only because of the contact 

wire wear. Dead loads are independent of the conductor temperature and result from the 

dimensions of the installation. 

The dead loads of structures, fittings and conductors act vertically and the loads resulting 

from conductor tensile forces act horizontally in case of level attachment points.  
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Surface protection needs provided on components of ferrous material. The local en-

vironmental conditions have to be considered when determining the type and thickness of 

surface protection. For components made of corrosion resistant materials surface protection 

is not necessary. Additional protection need considered for internal strands of ferrous multi-

stranded wires (e.g. greasing).  

Clamps, splices and other fittings may not cause any bimetallic corrosion with the 

conductors with which they are in contact. Consideration has given to the risk of water 

retention to reduce the potential for damage during freezing conditions. Components need 

designed in such a way that the danger of stress corrosion cracking does not occur.  

The tensile forces are approximately constant with automatically tensioned contact and 

catenary wires. Fixed terminated wires and conductors depend on the conductor 

temperature and vary as a function of ambient temperature, current loading and ice loads. 

Structural design must consider the imposed maximum tensile forces.  

4.2.17 Variable Actions  

Variable actions due to climatic conditions are added to the permanent loads. All contact 

lines are exposed to wind in the open. Ice accretion on conductors occurs in many regions, 

including Central and Northern Europe, Russia, Northern China, Japan and North America, in 

addition to wind action. Extreme climatic conditions result in the most adverse maximum 

mechanical loads on contact lines.  

More details are presented in chapters related to environmental factors of influences.  

4.2.18 Mechanism Corrosion For Concrete Structures  

Corrosion is a process of destruction of material and caused by chemical and electrochemical 

phenomena’s. When electro-corrosion begins, metals oxidize because of a chemical 

reaction; this process usually accompanied and accelerated by a flow of current, DC or AC 

type. Stray current corrosion is included here. Electro-corrosion can start without an external 

power source: when metals have different positions in the electrochemical solution, or 

because potential differences when no uniformity of the various sections of the surface of a 

metal. Type and humidity level of soil, air humidity, etc., as considered the electrolyte, is a 

point start of the reaction. According to the Faraday law for electrolysis Equation 3.13, 

anode components is destroyed. The erosion of the metal is proportional to the amount of 

current flowing. (32)  

Influences that acts on concrete material:  

- Chemical decomposition because of carbon dioxide in the water and in the atmosphere; 

- Mechanical forces: loads and compression; 
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- Water that get out the calcium hydroxide; calcium carbonate is formed and show as white 

stains; 

- Repeated freezing - unfreezing stresses the capillaries inside the concrete poles and causes 

volume increasing and decreasing. This process of degradation is accelerated by thawing of 

water, solar radiation and air currents cooling;  

Concrete consists of solid, liquid and gaseous components. The protective effect for the 

reinforcement is not brought about by the hermetic inclusion, but rather by the alkalinity of 

the interstitial water with pH = 12.5 to 13.5. By forming a protective layer, this helps to 

reduce corrosion.  

This process reversed after a decreasing in concentration of calcium hydroxide. The cause is 

carbonization inside cracks or the presence of some activators in the concrete fabrication. 

These activators if are used, are calcium chloride to accelerate the setting time and sodium 

chloride as frost protection during pole manufacturing for winter or icing extreme 

conditions.  

When corrosion accentuated, the structure is not considered safety and need changed; for 

example, when the cracks exceed 1 mm or concrete cover layers are less than 20 mm.  

Damaging for poles with no electrical causes (effects of aggressive materials, crack 

formation, separation of the concrete from the reinforcement) are not as critical as stray 

current corrosion; but occur more frequently. The prevention measures of these negative 

actions are from observation and monitoring category. Should be under observation the 

level of concrete production quality, including follow-up treatment. The concrete strength is 

gaining from selected materials with stability but also durability characteristics and from 

poles designing. Ventilation of hollow poles has proven helpful in avoid cracks. Experience 

shows that the service life of concrete poles under normal operational conditions can be 60 

years and more. 

During the construction phase, the planned earth connections must be inspected before 

they covered with concrete. The measurement of the earth resistance of subsystem is 

recommended if the design has given critical values, so corrective measures are possible in 

due time.  

Experiments and experience present that satisfactory protection against above mentioned 

causes can be achieved with a water (w) to cement (z) ratio w/z < 0,45 and a cement 

component Z > 300kg/m3. The concrete poles, having a good quality for railway projects, 

produced in Central Europe during the last 15 years, having w/z ≈ 0, 35 and Z ≈ 400 kg/m3. 

(32) 
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4.2.19 Mechanism Corrosion For Metal Structures. Protective Measures  

For overhead contact line system, steel poles, cantilevers as mainly but also, and other 

support structures, represent metal structures category 

The metal corrosion begins with the presence of defects in the crystal lattice. These include 

vacancies, inclusions, dislocations and surface defects and main causes are the metal fatigue 

or structure age; these causes lead to structure changes and to the increasing of 

dislocations, which increase the probability for apparition of cracks. These destructive 

processes are correlated with static tensile loading of the structures and fatigue of materials 

from cyclic loading actions. 

Metal structures failures and damaging are from following reasons: brittleness at low 

temperatures; deformation at high temperatures; electrochemical corrosion; mechanical 

overload because of errors during planning or installation; deformation related to extreme 

events e.g. train derailments.  

Corrosion, mainly by rust, affects steel poles especially at the fixing point in the foundation 

concrete or the foundation cap. These positions can be protected efficiently by elastic 

coating systems. Corrosion accelerates under continental climate conditions by gases with 

sulphur containing, mainly at temperatures between 0°C and 15 °C; also, hard influencing is 

because of coastal conditions, by salts with their chlorine ions.  

The main causes of corrosion, maintenance measures can decrease them, presented to be 

the limited durability and the late renewal of the corrosion protection when steel 

components. A fluid electrolyte layer is a condition to start corrosion. Corrosion rate has a 

six higher up level in industrial regions that in rural areas, these levels of corrosion are from 

the increased air pollution. A simple measure to decreased corrosion is to design hollow 

poles for having ventilation.  

As corrosion, protection for steel components has been developed galvanising procedures 

for many years. In this procedure, the zinc covers with protective layers, surface of the 

metal, which ensure protection of the lower layers. When erosion from wind and weather 

occurs, it is approximated that a zinc layer on a cantilever or steel pole is reduced each year 

as different average, considering different region conditions: by 2 µm in rural areas, 3 µm in 

urban areas and up to 20 µm in industrial or coastal areas. Corrosion also depends on the 

design and arrangement of the components, because design conditions provided for 

accumulation of dust and moisture have to be taken in account. Supplementary coatings are 

necessary when the residual thickness has reached 40 pm. 

Aluminium cantilevers have become popular in modern railway networks for the last 40 

years, as an alternative to hot-dip galvanized steel cantilevers with hot-dip galvanized 
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malleable cast iron fittings and regularly renewed coatings. Railway components from 

aluminium have good conductivity properties in case of short-circuits; the conductivity is ten 

times higher than of steel, also its specific heat is twice that of steel.  

Aluminium provides itself a relatively high resistance to corrosion, when forms oxidation 

layer at the surface. The protective effect is durable because after e.g. mechanical damage, 

the protective layer renews itself. The service life of hot-dip galvanized steel components 

maintained by renewal coatings at proper interval is estimated to be longer than 70 years. 

Experience with aluminium components in laboratory, already shows a service life of over 80 

years without corrosion special protection measures.  

The attachment of steady arms to the drop bracket with a loose fit can lead to mechanical 

wear. Therefore, recommended a steady arm minimum tensile force of 80 N. Electrical 

erosion occurs especially on DC railways when remaining currents flow through movable, 

non-insulated connections, because of voltage potential. Differences of only 15 to 20 V 

between metal surfaces can lead to electric arcs and erosion of the metallic components. For 

avoiding or at least minimising these effects, are used electrically conducting bypass cables 

or electrical insulation for vulnerable points. (33) (34)   

4.3 Overhead contact line and pantograph interaction   

Contact lines are represented by electrical conductors used in conjunction with a sliding 

current collector, part of pantograph device, to supply electrical energy to vehicles. 

Overhead contact line should be considered in direct interaction and influencing with 

pantograph system when current collecting. First pantograph component affected by this 

interaction is the collector strip, which has hard job of current collecting from contact line of 

power supply system. For these reasons, will be analysed and modelled the pantograph 

collector strip and the contact wire material as unitary mechanism. 

The service life of contact wires and collector strips essentially depends by contact force 

exerted by the pantograph on the contact wire; materials of which the collector strips and 

contact wires are made; number and the dimensions of the collector strips; current flowing 

through the contact point; traction vehicle speed; environmental factors. 

Experience as well as theoretical considerations have shown that it is not possible to design 

pantographs solely with the intention of optimizing the interaction with a specific overhead 

contact line design. Even standardized overhead contact line designs do not have uniform 

dynamic characteristics, because the span lengths, masses and tensile forces will vary under 

real line and operating conditions. However, pantographs need to have certain basic 

characteristics to make them suitable for a specific range of applications.  
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Many attempts had made to use aluminium as a contact wire material. Since aluminium 

forms a hard oxide layer, which is not conductive and every time a collector passes, energy 

transmission involves abrasion and continuous arcing. For this reason, aluminium is not 

suitable for use as a contact wire material. Among the materials mentioned above, besides 

standard E-Cu, the alloys CuAg and CuMg are particularly suitable for contact wires, 

especially in high-speed and high-power applications. CuCd no longer permitted because of 

the environmental contamination involved. CuSn has no important advantages over CuMg. 

The wear characteristics of these materials were the object of many studies. (35) (36)  

4.3.1 Wearing Rates Examples 

The results of wear measurements on contact wires made of CuAg0.1 and CuMg0.5 are 

described in reference (37). When the current increased under otherwise unchanged 

parameters, the wear rate decreases initially. This can be attributed to the current's 

lubrication effect and is due to the formation of a lubricating graphite layer. This leads to a 

minimum wear rate at currents of 100 to 150 A at a speed of roughly 200 km/h. 

 

Figure 3.6 - Wear rates of a CuMg0.5 contact wire at a speed of 150 km/h, measured on a test stand 

according to (38) 

In Figure 3.6 is presented wearing rate of contact wire, increasing as the traction current is 

increased. The mechanical wear also increases with increasing contact force. As condition for 

optimum performance of an overhead contact line, is important to achieve as uniform a 

contact force as possible.  
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Figure 3.7 - Wear rate of a CuMg0.5 contact wire depending on the running speed, contact force 250N, 

current 300A 

Figure 3.7 shows the wear rate initially increases with speed to a maximum value at around 

150km/h, and then decreases again; in this experiment contact, forces and currents are 

constant. It is possible to achieve long contact wire service life in high-speed applications 

even in conditions of higher currents and increased contact forces. (37)  

 

 

Figure 3.8 - Comparison of wear rates of contact wires made of CuAg0.1 and CuMg0.5, running speed 150 

km/h, current 300 A  

In Figure 3.8 a comparison of the wear of different materials: CuAg0.1 and CuMg0.5, 

showed. It is observed the harder contact wire made by CuMg0.5. For this material, wearing 

is only half as quickly as contact wires made of CuAg0.1. Therefore, CuMg0.5 has superior 

quality for contact wires and as default, has increased service life. (37)  

Steel, copper alloys, graphite and metallic carbon were used as materials for collector strips. 

The interactions of these materials with the contact wire differ considerably. Carbon and 
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graphite lead to a smooth, shiny surface without any visible roughness on the contact wire. 

However, copper and steel form a rough surface similar to that of a fine file. This roughness 

acts as an abrasive and leads to rapid wear, both of the contact wire and the collector strips. 

 The DB uses only carbon collector strips as a matter of principle and is able to achieve a 

contact wire service life of 30 years and more. This solution is considered better as from 

experiments is observed the metal collector strips has a wearing rates almost ten times 

those in case of carbon collector strips. The Japanese railways and the SNCF use metal (i.e. 

steel) collector strips even in AC traction systems. For this type of collector strips material 

the service life is only a few years. The explanation is that these railway companies chose to 

use metal collector strips because risk that impact-sensitive, brittle carbon collector strips 

might shatter under mechanical impact. The experience gained by German Railways has 

shown that this occurs only rarely if the overhead contact lines are optimized with respect to 

contact force characteristics. (35) 

Another disadvantage is that the metal collector strips are much heavier than carbon strips 

and lead to negative dynamic characteristics; also, metal collector strips affect the contact 

forces in a negative way.  

DC type power supply system request metal collector strips as using high currents. For 

example, in these cases, the copper-chromium-zirconium alloy CuCrZr provide suitability as 

having a very good thermal stability.  

Differences in the surface conditions and contact forces also affect the wear rates of 

collector strips.  

Mixing carbon collector strips and metal collector strips on the same contact wire are 

negative influence against life cycle. It is experimented and it is considered that this 

combination leads to increased wear rates, both of the contact wires and of the carbon 

collector strips. For this reason, the TSI Energy for the interoperability of European high-

speed railway networks specifies carbon as the collector strip material. 

German Railway DB achieves service lives of up to 100 000 km for carbon collector strips; in 

the same comparison, the metal collector strips used in DC traction applications have to be 

replaced every 30 000 km. 

High-strength contact wires are required for current transfer at high speeds. Such contact 

wires consist of copper-tin or copper-magnesium alloys. They tend to deviation from the 

ideal contact wire shape because of micro-waves. Such very small deformation can cause or 

amplify the arcing. The effect will remain low if the height difference is less than 0.2 mm and 

will increase at greater differences.  
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The main causes for micro-waves are the contact wire blanks and the contact wire stringing 

technology. The maximum strength of the contact wire blanks should be limited; in this 

reason, the contact wire production should be supervised to detect microwaves at 

manufacturing level, alignment devices for the contact wires should be used and the contact 

wire position should be monitored after stringing. Using these improved techniques, the 

microwaves can be reduced to amplitudes less than 0.1 mm, which avoids arcing. (39) (40) 

(41) (42) (43) 

4.3.2  Highest Performance For Overhead Contact Lines And Pantographs 

In recent years, the railways systems with power supply traction, major progress has been 

made in terms of modernizing the usual commercial lines but in cases of newly built high-

speed trains.  

In 1988, the DB's experimental train ICE/V achieved a speed of 407 km/h. The pantograph 

and the overhead contact line were tensioned to 21 kN and had good results.  

In May 1991, SNCF used a train as an enhanced TGV-Atlantique type, achieved a speed of 

515 km/h on the Paris-Tours line, near Tours, and set a world speed record for railway 

vehicles.  

During testing, the contact wires tensioned by a force of 28 kN, but first attempt had to be 

aborted at a speed of approximately 480 km/h due to current interruptions caused by 

contact wire uplift values of more than 300 mm and also the current transmission had 

reached its limits. In the next attempt the final speed of 515 km/h was achieved by 

increasing the tensile force on the contact wire to 33 kN.  In this a line was used with special 

and favourable characteristics for high speed:  has no tunnels, curve radii larger than 15 000 

m and a relatively steep downhill gradient at the end of the line section where the maximum 

speed was attained.  

The experience gained leads to the conclusion that the limits to achievable running speeds 

are governed essentially by the wave propagation speed along the contact wire, which, in 

turn, is a function of the tensile stress in the wire. This wave speed can be increased if the 

maximum permissible tensile stress is also increased; this requires contact wires with a 

greater tensile strength. 

Another important parameter, dynamic contact wire lifts, could be around of 300 mm and 

more, in similar performances, affecting the quality of energy transmission. This great uplift 

requests cantilever special designs, which have to permit large vertical motions.  

At 3 April, 2007 French railways SNCF, the Infrastructure Manager RFF (Reseau Ferre de 

France) and Alstom Transport set a new world record for railways by achieving 574.8 km/h 

on the Paris-Strasbourg line using the test train TGV150. A single-arm pantograph was used 
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on a test section 85 km long and with radii of more than 12 000 m. On a 35 km, long section 

the speed was above 500 km/h.  

 

Figure 3.9 - TGV 150: the world record on Paris-Strasbourg line, France (http://www.bbc.com/news)  

The line section where the high speeds were achieved was equipped with a contact line 

composed of a 150 mm2 with Cu contact wire and a Bz 116 catenary wire with a tensile force 

of 20 kN. For 70 km long section, the tensile force of contact wire was progressively 

increased from 26 kN to 40 kN depending on the speed. The wave propagation speed of the 

contact wire reached 622 km/h resulting in a Doppler factor of 0.039. The pre-sag was 22 

mm at mid span.  

The maximum-recorded dynamic contact wire uplift was 180mm at 574.5km/h. In total, 28 

runs with speeds above 500 km/h were made achieving a cumulated length of 720 km as 

well as runs above 400 km/h on a cumulated length of 2 200 km. (44) (45) (46)  

4.3.3  Recommendations For Overhead Contact Line And Pantograph 

In EN 50 367 requirements on the contact wire height are specified; Table 3.16 are 

presenting these requirements. Contact lines for speeds equal to and above 250 km/h 

should be installed with a uniform contact wire height. 

The overhead contact line system, as ensemble, must be capable of transmitting the electric 

current to the railway vehicles. For this reason, an attention should be made for determining 

the conductor cross-sections, especially for DC traction systems. The geometric and static 

criteria relating to the interaction of the contact line with pantographs are of particular 

importance for overhead contact lines intended for running speeds up to 160 km/h. At 

higher speeds, the additional dynamic criteria become very important and all are particularly 

dependent on the tensile stress in the contact wire. 

Speed  ≤ 160  160 to 220 220 to 250 ≥ 250 

AC-lines 

Nominal 5.0 to 5.75 5.0 to 5.5 5.08 to 5.30 

Minimum 4.98 4.95 - 
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Maximum 6.2 6.0 - 

DC-lines 

Nominal 5.0 to 5.6 5.0 to 5.5 5.0 to 5.3 - 

Minimum 4.9 4.9 4.9 - 

Maximum 6.2 6.2 5.3 - 

Table 3.16 - Contact wire heights in m according to EN 50 367 

It is possible to design an overhead contact line for a given speed range based on the 

dynamic criteria. The wave propagation speed should be chosen in such a way that the 

Doppler factor never drop below 0.2. This means that the wave propagation speed should be 

between 1.4 and 1.5 times the planned train speed. EN 50119 and the TSI Energy and limit 

the operational speed to 70 % of the wave propagation velocity.  

In view of dynamic interaction, the overhead contact line has to be designed for operation 

with pantographs exerting a speed-dependent mean contact force. The interaction 

requirements should be met also, in case of several pantographs having a contact as spacing 

of at least 200 m. For lower spacing, the possible running speed has to be reduced 

accordingly. 

When designing cantilevers, the space for maximum uplift of the steady arm should be a 

minimum of twice the calculated or simulated uplift value. If restrictions or design 

limitations for uplift are provided then a space not less than 1.5 times the uplift will be 

sufficient. (40) (47)  

4.4 Stray Current Corrosion Mechanism, Return Circuits, 
Protective Measures 

From the electrical engineering aspect, contact line and return circuit are link together 

meaning a closed circuit. For conventional AC and DC power supply systems, the necessary 

current flows through the contact line system to locomotive. The return current, could be 

traction current and/or regenerative braking breaking current, flows from the vehicle to the 

substation, using a particularly returning circuit.  

According to EN 50122-1, the return circuit includes all conductors that compose the circuit 

pathway used for the return current during operational activities. From this category of 

conductors, will be mentioned: running rails (when have role to conduct the return current), 

return conductors (which laid parallel to the running rails and connected to the running rails 

at regular intervals), DC lines cables laid parallel to the running rails and insulated against 

earth (used to reduce the longitudinal rail voltages and the rail potentials), AC lines as return 

conductors (suspended on the contact line poles); earth strips for AC systems that are 

alongside the track.   
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For AC power supply systems, the soil is considered a part of the return circuits. Part of the 

return current flows into the soil near rails because earthing of the running rails and of 

inductive coupling phenomenon.  

Use of the running rails as return circuits is a common feature of AC and DC railway systems. 

As not efficient return circuit, insulations between earth and the return circuit of DC lines 

have gaps or cannot be achieved in practice as designing. In this situation, percent of the 

return current leaks from the running rails into the structure or earth. Stray current defines 

the current component that does not flow through the intended return circuit and is most 

important, as negative influence, on DC installations.  

Solutions for designing the return circuit are different as type of traction AC and DC current. 

As the resistance between the rails and earth is finite and the rails have a longitudinal 

resistance, a portion of the return current will flow to earth and back to the substation 

through earth. The total of the currents flowing through the rails, earth and any metal 

objects near the track in the railway line area (e.g. cable sheaths, buildings foundations, 

pipelines, etc.) are equal to the current flowing in the contact line system.  

In some circumstances, up to thousands amperes could flowing in the return circuit path and 

cause high voltages between running rails and conductive parts of the trains. In order to 

avoid these voltages, which could potentially be dangerous when bridged by passengers and 

staff, the return circuits need adequately designed.  

4.4.1 Return Conductors as The Most Efficient Way 

Installing parallel return conductors in the vicinity of the overhead contact line is a simple 

and effective way of reducing the proportion of return current flowing through track and 

earth, rail potential and induced voltages.  

Contact line designs with return conductors are used on the AVE Madrid-Seville high-speed 

line and on the high-speed line Berlin-Hannover in Germany. (48)  (49)  

Parallel return conductors, with a close inductive coupling with the overhead contact line, 

offer the following measurable effects: (50) (51) 

 They considerably reduce the proportions of return current flowing through track and earth.  

- Track-to-earth voltages are decreased considerably by 50 to 55 % relative to systems 

without return conductors. 53 % reduction was confirmed by measurement after 

return conductors had been installed. 

- Longitudinal voltages induced in conductors installed parallel to the railway line are 

reduced by 40 to 50 %. Measurement of induced voltages on the AC 25 kV 50 Hz 

Madrid-Seville railway line show that return conductors had achieved a reduction of 
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the induced voltage of approximately 40 %. The interference voltage decreased 45 % 

due to parallel return conductors.  

- Impedance per unit length is reduced by 9 % relative to the variant without return. 

The resistance per unit length was increased by approximately 8 % relative to the 

design without return conductors and the reactance per unit length was decreased 

by approximately 18 %.  

- Magnetic field near the railway line is reduced considerably.  

 

The installation of parallel return conductors requires only low additional investment. A 

contact line installation with parallel return conductors involves barely 5 % more 

expenditure than one without. 

As a special improvement, if the return conductor considered at earth potential, is installed 

along the poles at the same height as the overhead contact line, then almost half the current 

normally leakage to earth is stopped from flowing to earth and close power supply circuit 

through the return conductor.  

The noticeable reduction in the magnetic field strength near the railway, the interference 

voltage reduction and the reduction of track-to-earth voltages and impedance justify low 

additional investment and effort. (52) 

AC 25kV 50Hz  A B C 

Distribution of return current (%) 

tracks  70 65 40 

earth  30 30 20 

buried strips  - 5 - 

return conductors  - - 40 

Rail potential at load (V /kA) 

track conductance 1 S/km  130 70 60 

track conductance 10 S/km  40 25 20 

Induced voltage in 10m distance (V/(kA · km))  140 130 85 

earth resistivity 100 Ω·m    40 

Magnetic flux density (µT/kA)
1
  75 75 50 

AC 15kV 16,7Hz  A B c 

Distribution of return current (%)     

tracks  70 65 50 

earth  30 30 15 

buried strips  - 5 - 
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return conductors  - - 35 

Rail potential at load (V /kA)     

track conductance 1 S/km  85 45 40 

track conductance 10 S /km  25 15 12 

Induced voltage in 10m distance (V/(kA·km))     

earth resistivity 100 Ω·m  50 47 30 

Magnetic flux density (µT/kA)
1
  75 75 50 

A: rails connected to earth; B: rails and buried return conductors; C: rails and return 

conductors parallel to contact line 

1
) Measured under the contact line 1 m above rail head 

 

Table 3.17 - Electrical characteristics of AC lines  

4.4.2 Earth Reference and Earth Electrode Arrangements 

Often the terms: reference earth, neutral earth, separate earth or remote earth are used. 

The conductive soil defines the earth from an electrical point of view, whose electric 

potential at any point is taken conventionally as equal to zero (EN 50122-1). This definition 

considers earth context outside the interferences of electrical installations; it is considered 

no voltage detected between different points because of earth currents.  

The earth is taken as reference for determining the rail potential (i.e. rail-to- earth potential) 

even the distance between installations of substations, with their earthed connections, and 

the earth point along the track, as defined above, can be several hundreds of meters up to 

one kilometer.  This distance is considered in designing and depends by the dimensions of 

the installations, the conductivity of the composition of surrounding soil and the magnitude 

of the earth current. In this regard, earth conductors are metal conductors, having purpose 

to link the supports to the potential of earth. Mainly purpose of earth connection is to 

protect people and equipment in the case of insulation faults.  

Earth is considering including all types of soil and rock that make up the Earth's external 

crust and contributes towards conducting currents. The soil presents a conductivity and 

resistance to the circulation of currents, depending on its physical and chemical properties. 

The determination of earth resistivity with current conduction becomes very complex, 

because of the huge dimensions of the earth as compared to the metallic conductors and 

the large variation of its characteristics.  

Earth electrodes are one or more conductive parts in an electrical type contact with soil. As 

earth electrodes could be considered using metallic or steel reinforced structures, even they 
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are other primarily purposes, e.g. foundations for buildings and poles. This requires early 

project planning to ensure provision of adequate electrical cross bonding and terminals.  

The electrical characteristics of earth electrodes depend on their design and the electrical 

conductivity of the soil, measured in Ω·m. This value represents the resistance of a cube of 

soil with edge lengths of 1 m between two opposing cube surfaces. (7) 

All devices with purpose to conduct the return current should be connected at low 

impedance (running rails, rail bonds, other track circuits). Many operators upgrade existing 

systems using cables laid parallel to the running rails, to supplement the return circuit; 

interruptions to the return circuit not permitted.  

The conductive reinforcement of concrete structures and the others metallic components of 

the structures can compose an earthing system; this consists of several earth electrodes 

connected to each other by conductors. This category could include passenger stations and 

technical buildings, bridges, viaducts, concrete slab permanent way and tunnels. As technical 

definition, earth structure of tunnels is known as tunnel earth. (53) 

The return circuit must conduct the traction and regenerative braking currents, as well as 

the short-circuit currents during faults, to the substation, with low impedance. The 

longitudinal rail voltages and the track-to-earth potential are limited by designing to comply 

the requirements concerning permissible touch voltage.  

4.4.3 DC Railways Situation 

In DC railway systems, the current flowing through earth leads to stray current corrosion; it 

is important for DC railway to minimizes leakage of return current. The standard EN 50122-2 

reflects the stray currents in DC power supply systems and considers adequate insulation 

between track and earth are very important. For this reason, the return circuit of DC railways 

have not be connected to earth or earthning installations, as general guide.  
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Figure 3.10 - Simplified circuit diagram of return circuit and earthing of DC traction systems (17) 

In both AC and DC railway traction systems, adverse effects on other technical devices and 

equipment in the vicinity could be caused by inductive, capacitive and galvanic coupling to 

the traction current circuit when energy is being transmitted from the substation to the 

trains. The design of the return circuit has to take into consideration these effects and to 

reduce them to a tolerable level.  

The voltage between the rails and earth must not exceed acceptable values as specified in 

the relevant standards. This restriction is applicable also for normal operational status of 

railway but also for exceptional situation of short-circuit. As mentioned as general rule, for 

decreasing rail-to-earth potential, will be useful if installation of parallel return conductors 

and for short circuits should be installed voltage limiting devices. The design of the return 

circuit and of the earthing installations must satisfy both safety and stray current protection.  

In DC railway electrification systems, the running rails laid with a high resistance against 

earth and to earthing systems, to avoid return current leaving the running rails as stray 

currents, causing stray current corrosion of metallic components. These components could 

be pipelines, cable screens, steel reinforced foundations of buildings or poles, reinforced 

tunnel structures, bridges and viaducts. Figure 3.10 presents strict separation of the track 

return circuit from the earthing system.  

Voltage drops occur in the running rails along the line, causing track-to-earth voltages during 

normal operation and in case of short circuits. If no strong earth connections are present, 

there is a risk that the permissible touch voltage exceed, mostly in case of high currents 

(case of DC installations) and long feeding sections. The danger arises on surface between 

rail lines and earth; also in tunnels, stations, substations and viaducts between rails and 

metallic structure.  
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Stray current corrosion occurs mainly on DC railways, if return currents flow through under-

ground sections of foundations and poles. To avoid this phenomenon, the electrical 

interconnection of poles, foundations and rails as individually or in the form of concentrated 

earth connection, should be realised by voltage limiters or spark gaps. If they are defective 

or if a direct contact made, a continuous current flow can occur dependent by the voltages 

and resistances present in the ground. Even a current density of 0.06 A/m2 can cause the 

start of electrical corrosion of underground equipment. The earth electrode resistance of a 

concrete pole can be between 3 and 3 000 Ω; normally it is around 30 Ω. The destruction of 

the reinforcement of the concrete cannot reversed. . Damage to concrete foundations have 

been observed mainly at a depth of 0.4 to 1.0 m. This means that the reinforcement 

continues to corrode even after the removal of the cause of the stray current corrosion. The 

prevention of current flow through concrete poles and foundations therefore gains special 

significance.   

4.4.4 DC Railways - Recommendations For Earthing Equipment And Return Circuit 

Earth connections and stray current protection for DC railways are important for the 

construction of new electrification projects. Electrical connections in the reinforcement of 

buildings, bridges, tunnels and pole foundations need to be defined in time, in advance of 

construction activities. If these successive operations are not respected, and connections 

have not been provided in the structures, alternative solutions will be later necessary, with 

considerable additional investments.  

It is especially important to reach early agreement on the materials, cross sections and 

connection techniques to be defined, to fulfil the requirements for the earthing of DC 

electric railway systems.  

External elements like cable screens, pipelines and metallic reinforced structures, being 

parts of external systems, could transfer potentials and cause stray current corrosion on 

third party equipment. External pipelines entering tunnels or viaducts in an electric traction 

system must place with insulation against the structure earth.  

The screens of communication cables that lead to the railway system from outside must also 

be insulated from the structure earth; the cable sheaths can be connected to the structure 

earth via low-inductive capacitors.  

A minimum clearance of 1 m between DC railway installation and underground pipelines or 

cables should be maintained according to EN 50122-2.  

The earthing installations of third party systems needs insulation from DC railway 

arrangements. If such insulation is not possible, e.g. where the DC railway system and third 
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party systems are integrated into commonly used buildings, then the earthing systems of the 

building must be grouped together with the structure earth of the DC railway.  

The standard HD 637 S1 specifies the cross sections as minimum for earthing conductors, 

with respect to corrosion and mechanical strength: 50 mm2 for steel and 16 mm2 for copper. 

According to IEC 61000-5, welded connections are preferred against clamp connections for 

earth conductors, because of increasing clamps electrical resistance by corrosion process.  

Strict separation of the return circuit and earthing systems is a principle of DC railways. 

Practical applications may differ due to installation of additional return conductors parallel 

to the tracks, of stray current collecting nets or of differing design of the earthing system. 

The basic and general design principle is shown in Figure 3.10. The design of the return 

circuit, earthing installations and the distances between substations are determined by 

protective provisions against electric shock and overvoltage and by protective measures 

against stray current corrosion.  

The running rails determine the longitudinal resistance of the return circuit. To achieve a low 

voltage drop, welded connections are preferred and when is needed, the points should be 

bonded longitudinally with low-resistance rail joint bonds. The longitudinal rail resistance 

should not be increased by more than 5 % by the all rail joints.  

EN 50122-2 rules that parts of the return circuit must not directly electrically connected to 

installations, parts or buildings that are not insulated against earth.  

To limit the rail potential and the stray currents as accepted values, the longitudinal 

resistance of the return circuit can be reduced by larger cross sections of running rails or by 

laying an additional cable connected in parallel with the running rails and insulated from 

earth.  

According to EN 50122-1, values of the conductance per unit length between one track and 

earth should be less than 100 mS /km in tunnel sections. These values can be achieved only 

by suitable design and insulating materials for rail fastening. The insulation from earth must 

be observed for all equipment that is connected to the running rails. 

4.4.5 AC Railways 

In AC railways, the inductive coupling between all conductors (between rails, earth, contact 

line, reinforcing feeder lines, return conductors, etc.), affects the distribution of return 

current paths. Related to resistive voltage from DC railways will be supplementary inductive 

voltage drops, with comparable magnitude as the resistive component – for case of AC 

power supply system’s functioning at frequency of 16,7Hz (e.g. DB and OBB) but more than 

double for frequency of 50/60 Hz. 
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Together with the feeding sections much longer than DC systems, these conditions lead to 

significantly higher rail potentials, even with lower currents than DC case. To restrict the rail 

potentials to acceptable values, it is necessary to connect the return circuit to earth, i.e. to 

connect the running rails and additional return conductors along the track and in the 

substation. Table 3.11 shows the connections between the return circuit and the earthing 

systems for AC railways. This is described as details in EN 50122-1.  

 

Figure 3.11 -- Simplified circuit diagram of return circuit and earthing of AC traction systems (17)  

As an advantage, in AC situation, the rail-earth potential difference could be decreased by 

bonding other metallic, conducting elements to the rails, eliminating any possibility of 

affecting people and ensuring that the entire system can be switched off safely in case of 

faults. 

Their interconnection via the return circuit line forms the railway earth to which the 

following are connected: Earth plane of high, medium and low voltages components; 

earthing of signalling and telecommunications devices; 

The use of the running rails for the traction return circuit is sufficient for conventional lines 

with moderate traffic. The inductive interference is tolerable for AC 16.7Hz as well as for AC 

50 Hz systems  

Additional return conductors on the poles are recommended for increased traffic and power 

demand. They reduce the rail potential and the induced voltage along the line by the half.  

Auto-transformer systems generally allow higher traffic loads and longer substation spacing 

with respect to interference and rail potentials. The complexity of the system, the high 

power demand at the feeding connection to the HV network and operating effort have to be 

considered. Autotransformer systems are often used for high-speed lines in France, Japan 

and Russia.  
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Booster-transformer systems reduce the return currents in the rails and earth by far more 

than return conductors. That is important for regions with high soil resistivity. The voltage 

drop along the line, however, and the insulating sections in the contact line allow only low-

power traffic. Therefore, BT-Systems are used only under specific conditions, e.g. in Norway 

and Sweden.  

4.4.6 Track Return Circuits of AC Railways  

In AC systems, the rails are also used to provide protection against indirect electrical contact. 

For this purpose, conductive parts are connected to the running rails (Figure 3.11).  

Depending on the configuration of the return circuit and the cross sections, the percent of 

the current returning via earth will be 5 % to 40 % of the traction current.  

The main configurations of AC systems as traction power supply, shown in Figure 3.12 to 

Figure 3.15. For conventional lines, most commonly used is the rail return system (RR). 

Booster transformer (BT) and auto-transformer (AT) systems are used to reduce the return 

currents through rails and earth where high electric currents and difficult earthing conditions 

could lead to unacceptable interference and rail potentials. In BT systems, the return 

conductors are connected to the running rails at the midpoint between the BT locations. 

They are almost at rail potential and carry the largest part of the return current. AC lines 

with AT adopt a double or multiple overhead system voltage using an energized return 

circuit known as a negative feeder (Figure 3.15). In sections with railway traffic, the running 

rails and the soil conduct the traction return current.  

Theoretically, outside the autotransformer section currently under load, no current should 

flow through the running rails. In practice however, studies have established that up to 10 % 

of the load current will flow there.  

 

 

Figure 3.12 - Track return circuit via running rails (RR)  
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Figure 3.13 - Track return circuit via running rails and return conductor (RRR)  

In simple track return systems (Figure 3.12) using the running rails only as the return circuit 

30 to 40 % of the return current flows through the earth. This proportion can be reduced to 

15 to 20 % by installing return conductors at the poles as shown in Figure 3.13.  

 

Figure 3.14 - Track booster transformer system (BT)  

The booster transformer system as Figure 3.14 employs current transformers with a 

transformation ratio of 1:1 connected into the overhead line at intervals of 3 to 5 km. The 

current flowing through the running rails and the earth is low over large sections of the line. 

The secondary winding gets the return current from the running rails via connections to a 

return conductor. Returning current flows back to the substation in close proximity to the 

contact line.  
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Figure 3.15 - Track auto-transformer system (AT)  

The autotransformer system, Figure 3.15 feeds the railway line at a higher transmission 

voltage between the overhead line and the negative feeder. Autotransformers, arranged at 

intervals of 10 to 20 km, transform the transmission voltage to the contact line voltage. Two 

neighbouring autotransformers function like substations on track sections supplied at both 

ends.  

4.4.7 AC Railways - Recommendations For Earthing Equipment And Return Circuit 

Additional return conductors on the poles are recommended for situations with increased 

traffic and as consequences power demand. They reduce the rail potential and the induced 

voltage along the line by the half. 

The use of the running rails for the traction return circuit is sufficient for conventional lines 

with moderate traffic. The inductive interference is tolerable for AC 16,7Hz as well as for AC 

50 Hz systems  

Autotransformer systems generally allow higher traffic loads and longer substation spacing 

with respect to interference and rail potentials. The complexity of the system, the high 

power demand at the feeding connection to the HV network and operating effort have to be 

considered. Autotransformer systems are often used for high-speed lines in France, Japan 

and Russia.  

Booster-transformer systems reduce the return currents in the rails and earth by far more 

than return conductors. That is important for regions with high soil resistivity. The voltage 

drop along the line, however, and the insulating sections in the contact line allow only low-

power traffic. Therefore, BT-Systems are used only under specific conditions, e.g. in Norway 

and Sweden.  
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4.4.8 Stray Current Protection – Protective Measures And Recommendations 

With ballasted tracks the rails are installed on sleepers, which in turn are placed on ballast, 

the sub-ballast, sometimes an insulating layer and finally, the earth. A concrete slab 

permanent way is an alternative to sleepers and ballast. A high track-to-earth resistance is 

found in cases where new track is laid with well-insulating ballast on exceedingly dry sandy 

soils or where the rails are specifically insulated from the sleepers. In most cases however, 

the track-to-earth resistance is such that a part of the return current will flow through earth, 

whereby the soil acts like an electrolyte. For this reason, currents leaving the running rails 

can cause stray current corrosion on metal pipes and other underground metallic 

installations near locations of DC traction railways.  

Every metal object in an electrolyte is subject to an osmotic pressure and a solution 

pressure, which are normally in equilibrium. If this equilibrium is disturbed by an electric 

current, e.g. due to currents passing from the rails into earth, electro-chemical corrosion 

takes place. In such cases, two parallel processes occur, using iron as an example. These two 

concurrent processes are the  

- Anodic reaction: Fe -> Fe++ + 2e  

- Cathodic reaction:  

1/2 02 + H20 + 2 e -> 2 OH-  at pH > 7,    or  

2H+ + 2e -> H2            at pH < 7 

In this relation, pH is the pH scale. In the anodic reaction, an anodic current component Ian 

flows from the metal into the electrolyte. In the cathodic reaction, a cathodic current 

component Ika flows from the electrolyte to the metal. When no external current is 

imposing, there is an equilibrium between Ian and Ika.  

If an external current changes the equilibrium, two cases may be possible:  

Itot > 0 i.e. increase of the anodic reaction, in which case there will be stray current corrosion, 

and  

Itot < 0 i.e. increase of the cathodic reaction. This is the principle underlying cathodic 

protection.  

When stray current corrosion occurs, metal dissipates from the conductor at the point 

where the current leaves the conductor. The mass m of metal erosion can be calculating 

according to Faraday's first law of electrolysis:  

m =  Equation 3.13 
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C is the electrochemical equivalent of the metal and (t) is the current flowing in the time 

interval between t1 and t2. The metal masses eroded by a current of 1 A within one year is 

9.1 kg for iron, 33.4 kg for lead and 10.4 kg for copper.  

To be able to calculate the equipment dimensions to prevent this, it is necessary to know 

how high the proportion of the traction current flowing into earth is, as well as the resulting 

rail potential.  

The objective of protective provisions against the effects of stray currents is to avoid the 

danger of corrosion on third party and railway-owned installations. It is necessary, on one 

hand, to limit the stray currents and on the other hand, to identify and remove earth faults 

in the return circuit in time (EN 50122-2, VDV 500, VDV501, (54) and (55)), to avoid a 

reduction of the installations' service life.  

A low longitudinal voltage drop in the return circuit and good insulation of the running rails 

against earth are the most significant factors in limiting the stray currents. Since the 

longitudinal voltage drop depends upon the distance between substations and the 

resistance of the return circuit, stray current protection also influences the required number 

of substations and, as consequence project costs.  

The protective measures against stray currents are necessary to protect third party 

installations, railway-owned steel-reinforced tunnel and viaduct structures and steel 

reinforced track bed or similar rail fastening techniques.  

For protection are used different measures.  

Passive protection involves coating the relevant metal installations with an insulating 

material or a corrosion-resistant metal.  

Active protective measures involve implementations in the systems for supply of railway 

traction energy: 

- Reducing the distance between substations.  

- Reducing the length of the track return system by moving the track return connection 

away from the substation.  

- Reducing the conductance per unit length between running rails and earth. 

- Reducing the resistance per unit length of the current return system. 

- Installing parallel reinforcing return lines, i.e. conductors running parallel to the track 

and connected with the rails at short intervals.  

In some cases, active cathodic protection adopted. The cathodic protection principle means 

preventing anodic reactions on the metal protected: direct diversion of stray currents from 

earth-buried metallic installations to the tracks, recommended when currents would also 
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flow to the tracks without bonding and directional stray current diversion with a rectifier or 

a diode, also called polarized drainage. 

The criterion of 100 mV in EN 50 122-2, which is also applied for the assessment of cathodic 

protection, has proved to be an effective method for the assessment of the stray current 

impact which can also be checked in a simple way. This criteria indicates that is no danger of 

corrosion for steel-reinforced structures or other metallic conductors, laid in contact with 

earth, if the average value of the changing potential per hour, during periods of highest 

traffic, does not exceed 100 mV. Stray current monitoring is a strategy of detecting earth 

connections in due time thus avoiding corrosion by locating the fault and eliminating it. (6)  

The maximum longitudinal voltage occurring between any two points in the infrastructure 

depends upon the following parameters (see EN 50122-2, VDV 500, VDV 501 Part 1-3):  

- length of a supply section,  

- resistance of the tracks,  

- resistance of the tunnel structure,  

 

5 Particular analyses for partners’ countries and 
project case study lines 

5.1 Analysis models for TCDD situation  

5.1.1 Weather Temperature and Precipitation  

Climatic factors of influence  
 

TCDD 

Ambient temperature (average 
of annual extremes) 
At country level 

At country level from 2009 to 2014 
Average of the min. extremes -33,6°C 
Average of the max. extremes 46,1°C 
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Climatic factors of influence  
 

TCDD 

 
Ambient temperature (average 
of annual extremes) 
At Case Study Lines 

The annual average of the max extremes of 2.Region (Sincan-
Kayaş): 30,4°C 
The annual average of the max extremes of 4-5 Region (Malatya-
Divriği): 29,6°C 
The annual average of the max extremes of 5-6.Region (Malatya-
İskenderun): 32,5°C 
 
The annual average of the min extremes of 2.Region (Sincan-
Kayaş): -7,8°C 
The annual average of the min extremes of 4-5.Region (Malatya-
Divriği): -9,7°C 
The annual average of the min extremes of 5-6.Region (Malatya-
İskenderun):  
-1,6°C 

 
Precipitation at Country and 
region level 

Central Anatolian Region (Sincan- Kayaş): 
The average precipitation annually: 389,1mm 
 

Malatya- Divriği:  
The Average precipitation annually: 382,6mm Malatya/420mm  
Divriği   
 

Iskenderun-Malatya: 
Average precipitation annually: 382,6mm Malatya/between 600 

and 1000mm Iskenderun  
 
 

The average precipitation at country level from 2008 to 2014 is 
580mm 

 
Table 5.1 - Climatic factors of influence: temperature and precipitation (TCDD)  
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5.1.2 Wind Load 

Climatic factors of influence   

TCDD 

 
Wind speed classes, in m/s. 
 
 

 
According to information received from General 
Directorate of Meteorology the following classification for 
the wind speeds in Turkey is valid 
Strong wind: 10,8-17,1 m/sec=22-23 knot=39-61 km/h 
Storm: 17.2-20,7 m/sec=34-40knot=62-74km/h 
Strong Storm: 20,8-24,4 m/sec=48-55knot=89-102km/h 
  
Central Anatolian Region (Sincan-Kayaş) : 29 m/sec 
highest speed seen so far (1965)  
Eastern Anatolian Region (Malatya-Divriği) : 36m/sec 
highest speed seen in so far (1991) 
Eastern Anatolian Region (Iskenderun-Malatya) :36 m/sec 
 
At Country Level Average Wind Speed (2008-2014): 1,9 
m/sec 

Table 5.2 - Climatic factors of influence: wind load 

5.1.3 Ice Load 

*Region  

No 

Ice load 

coefficient 

Ice load  

kg/m 

 

Ice load  

N/m 

Ambient 

Temperature 

Highest Lowest 

1 0 0  50 -10 

2 0.2 0,2√d 
1)

 1.96√d 
1)

 45 -15 

3 0.3 0,3√d 2.94√d 40 -25 

4 0.5 0,52√d 5.096√d 40 -30 

5 1.2 1,2√d 11.76√d 40 -30 

1)  
d=Radius of conductor; * Region numbers are indicated on the map Figure 5.1   

Table 5.3 - Climatic factors of influence: ice load (TCDD)  
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Figure 5.1 – Ice load Regions 

Related to Table 5.3 should be specified that railway line Sincan-Kayaş apart to Region 2; 

Malatya-Divriği to Region 3 and Malatya-Iskenderun is divided between Region 2 and 

Region 3  

5.1.4 Relative Humidity 

Climatic factors of influence   

TCDD 

Average relative humidity, in 
%. 
 
At regions/country level 

(1970-2014) 
At region level 
Sincan-Kayaş: 63% 
Malatya-Divriği: 55% 
İskenderun-Malatya: (Isk.67%- Malatya 55%) 
 
At country level % 63,8 

Table 5.4 - Climatic factors of influence: relative humidity (TCDD)  
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5.1.5 Grade and quality of components 

Rail Line Name 
 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya  Malatya - İskenderun 

Line Category Busy passenger 
 

Low density rural / 
secondary line 

Freight dominated route 

Regions which it 
belongs 

Region 2 
 

Region 4 
Region 5 
 

Region 5 
Region 6 

Environmental 
pollution influence by 
industrial areas.  
 
Corrosive substances in 
the air 

PM10:52 µg/m³ 
SO2:  
NO:5 µg/m³ 
NO2:12 µg/m³ 
NOX: µg/m³ 
O3: 17µg/m³ 
CO:  

PM10:53 µg/m³ 
SO2: 2µg/m³ 
NO:  
NO2: 
NOX: 
O3:  
CO:  

PM10:54/m³ 
SO2: 16µg/m³ 
NO:7 µg/m³ 
NO2:28µg/m³ 
NOX: 36µg/m³ 
O3: 35µg/m³ 
CO: 760 µg/m³ 

Stitch wire standard/ 
composition/ section 

25 mm²  
Copper 
12m for 160 km/h 
 

25 mm²  
Copper 
12m for 160 km/h 
 

25 mm²  
Copper 
12m for 160 km/h 
 

Contact wire standard 
 

BC-105; 
AC-120; 
AC-150 

BC-105; 
AC-120; 
AC-150; 

BC-105; 
AC-120; 
AC-150 

Contact wire section 
[mm

2
] 

 

107mm²;  
120 mm²; 
150 mm² 

107mm²; 
120 mm²; 
150 mm² 

107mm²;  
120 mm²; 
150 mm² 

Contact wire 
composition  
 

0.1% Ag(silver) Alloy 
(AC-120 and AC-150) 

0.1% Ag (silver) Alloy 
(AC-120 and AC-150) 

0.1% Ag(silver) Alloy 
(AC-120 and AC-150) 

Catenary wire 
standard/ composition/ 
section 

Bronze Bronze Bronze 

Dropper wire standard/ 
composition/ section 

Cooper Cadmium Alloy  Cooper Cadmium Alloy  
 

Cooper Cadmium Alloy  
 

Poles and supports: 
structural materials 
 

Concrete Concrete Concrete 

Cantilever material 

type/ composition 
 

Al alloy EN-10204, 
EN1706, EN515, 
EN573-3 and EN755 

Al alloy EN-10204, 
EN1706, EN515, 
EN573-3 and EN755 

Al alloy EN-10204, 
EN1706, EN515, 
EN573-3 and EN755 
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Rail Line Name 
 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya  Malatya - İskenderun 

Insulators types and 
materials composition 

Tension insulator  
Cantilever insulator 
 
Silicon 

Tension insulator  
Cantilever insulator 
 
Silicon 

Tension insulator  
Cantilever insulator 
 
Silicon 

Clamps and fittings: 
material composition 

Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel 

Table 5.5 – Internal factors of influence: grade and quality of components (TCDD)  

5.1.6 Electrical configuration 

Rail Line Name 

 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya  Malatya - İskenderun 

Line Category Busy passenger 

 

Low density rural / secondary 

line 

Freight dominated route 

Regions which 

it belongs 

Region 2 

 

Region 4 

Region 5 

 

Region 5 

Region 6 

Traction 

voltage level 

25 kVac / 50Hz   25 kVac / 50 Hz 25 kVac / 50 Hz 

Current types 

for electricity 

power supply  

Alternating Current, Single 

Phase 

 

Alternating Current, Single 

Phase 

 

Alternating Current, Single 

Phase 

 

Primary 

voltage value 

 

27.5 kV  27.5 kV  27.5 kV  

Source of 

energy 

 

Public Grid Network  Public Grid Network  Public Grid Network  

Type of energy 

generated 

 

Thermo energy 

Hydro energy  

Thermo energy 

Hydro energy  

Thermo energy 

Hydro energy  

Classification 

by functional 

types 

 

Power transformer  Power transformer  Power transformer  

Distance 

between 

substation  

 

Range of 50km - 60km  Range of 50km - 60km  Range of 50km - 60km  

Type of circuit Return Wire; Running rail  Return Wire; Running rail  Return Wire 
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Rail Line Name 

 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya  Malatya - İskenderun 

return 

 

Maximum 

speed 

designed 

 

160 km for conventional 

lines 

  

160 km for conventional 

lines 

 

160 km for conventional 

lines 

 

Droppers 

current type 

Current caring  Current caring  Current caring  

Table 5.6 - Internal factors of influence: electrical configuration (TCDD)  

5.1.7 Mechanical Parameters 

Rail Line Name Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya  Malatya - İskenderun 

Line Category Busy passenger 

 

Low density rural / 

secondary line 

Freight dominated route 

Regions which it 

belongs 

Region 2 

 

Region 4 

Region 5 

 

Region 5 

Region 6 

Maximum speed 

designed 

 

160 km for conventional 

lines 

  

160 km for conventional 

lines 

 

160 km for conventional 

lines 

 

Adopted pre-sag  

[% by span length] 

 

0.15%; V > 120km/h 

0.2%; 100 < V =< 

120km/h  

0.3%; V =< 100km/h 

0.15%; V > 120 km/h 

0.2%; 100 < V =< 

120km/h   

0.3%; V =< 100km/h   

0.15%; V > 120km/h 

0.2%; 100 < V =< 

120km/h  

0.3%; V =< 100km/h  

Contact Line: minimum 

height/ standard 

height/ maximum 

height 

 

/ 5.75m/   

(max 6,20m at level 

crossing) 

/ 5.75m/   

(max 6,20m at level 

crossing) 

/ 5.75m/   

(max 6,20m at level 

crossing)  

Type of suspension 

 

Catenary supported 

type 

Catenary supported 

type 

Catenary supported 

type 

With/ Without stitch 

 

With stitch  With stitch  With stitch  

Catenary Type  

 

Stitched Stitched Stitched 

Catenary standard 

height 

 

7,15 m 7,15 m  7,15 m 
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Rail Line Name Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya  Malatya - İskenderun 

Tensioning type 

 

Separate (=>120km/h); 

Jointed (<120km/h); 

Separate (=>120km/h); 

Jointed (<120km/h); 

Separate (=>120km/h); 

Jointed (<120km/h); 

 

Tensioning section 

length 

Max. 1350m;  

Nominal 1250m 

Max. 1350m;  

Nominal 1250m 

Max. 1350m; 

Nominal 1250m 

Tensioning device type Pulley-wheel;  

Spring in tunnels 

Pulley-wheel;  

Spring in tunnels 

Pulley-wheel; 

Spring in tunnels 

Contact line tensile 

force 

If Separate 11.76 kN;  

If Jointed 19.6 kN    

If Separate 11.76 kN;  

If Jointed 19.6 kN    

If Separate 11.76 kN;  

If Jointed 19.6 kN    

Catenary tensile force 1200 kg / 11.76 kN 1200 kg / 11.76 kN 1200 kg / 11.76 kN  

Droppers mechanical 

type 

 

Rigid Rigid Rigid 

Structural design for 

poles 

Section shape  

 

Section shape  

 

Section shape  

Cantilever material 

type/ composition 

Al alloy EN-10204, 

EN1706, EN515, EN573-

3 and EN755 

Al alloy EN-10204, 

EN1706, EN515, EN573-

3 and EN755 

Al alloy EN-10204, 

EN1706, EN515, EN573-

3 and EN755 

Clamps and fittings: 

material composition 

Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel 

 

Table 5.7 - Internal factors of influence: mechanical parameters (TCDD)  

5.1.8 Applicable models for wind as factor of influence  

According above technical and electrical specifications presented, will be considered further 

values from models of climatic factors influencing, for the three case study lines. 

TCDD reported next maximal wind velocities were registered in long period of years. These 

values will be considered as references for structural elements because low probability for 

returning (see Chapter 3.1): 

Sincan-Kayaş (Central Anatolian Region – Region 2): Vref; 0.02 = 29 m/sec; 

Malatya-Divriği (Eastern Anatolian Region – Region 3): Vref; 0.02 = 36m/sec; 

Iskenderun-Malatya (Eastern Anatolian Region – Region 2 and Region 3): Vref; 0.02 = 

36 m/sec 

5.1.8.1 Wind velocity for contact wire and catenary wire 

From wind references, could be calculated different values as wind direct influences for real 

elements; will be calculated values of wind speed at contact line level and at catenary level. 
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From wind velocity for structural elements could be obtained values for operational and 

maintenance activities for decreased probability; as presented in prior chapters,   

According Equation 2.1 will be used the formula: 

             
 

    
 

 

 

 

The Vref; 0.002 is the wind speed at 10 m height with 0.002 returning probability, Vz the wind 

velocity at height z (m) and α is the parameter depending by the terrain category.  

Terrain category coefficient permits particularizing of wind influences for railway line 

segments and more appropriate designing and planning maintenance.  

Category A: water surfaces, flat coastal areas and deserts (α = 0.12). 

  

 

Category B: open terrain; few obstacles, e.g. farmland (α = 0.16).  

 

 

Category C: terrain with numerous small obstacles: hedges, trees and buildings (α = 0.20).  
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Category D: suburban areas with densely arranged buildings and trees (α = 0.28).  

 

z (m) will be considered as value for contact line and catenary line, as in Table 5.7: 

zcl (m) = 5.75 m;  

zcw (m) = 7.15 m; 

For maintenance and serviceability, a return period of 3 to 10 years is applicable.  

From Figure 5.2 Vref; 0.02 will be multiplied by 0.80 or 0.89 to obtain the Vref; 0.33 (three years) 

and Vref; 0.1 (ten years). 

Sincan-Kayaş (Region 2): Vref; 0.02 = 29 m/sec; 

Malatya-Divriği (Region 3): Vref; 0.02 = 36m/sec; 

Iskenderun-Malatya (Region 2 and Region 3): Vref; 0.02 = 36 m/sec 
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Figure 5.2 - Transforming relation of wind velocity probability; reference is for P = 0.02 (EN 50125-2) 

(7)    

Rail Line  
Name 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya Malatya - İskenderun 

Contact line 
height [m] 

5.75 5.75 5.75 

Vref; 0.02 

[m/sec] 
29 36 36 

 
Terrain category 

 
Cat. A (α = 0.12) 

V5.7; 0.02; A 

[m/sec] 27.1368 33.6870 33.6870 

V5.7; 0.33; A 

[m/sec] 21.7094 26.9496 26.9496 

V5.7; 0.1; A 

[m/sec] 24.1517 29.9815 29.9815 

 
Cat. B (α = 0.16) 

V5.7; 0.02; B 

[m/sec] 26.5427 32.9495 32.9495 

V5.7; 0.33; B 

[m/sec] 21.2341 26.3596 26.3596 

V5.7; 0.1; B 

[m/sec] 23.6230 29.3251 29.3251 

 
Cat. C (α = 0.20) 
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Rail Line  
Name 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya Malatya - İskenderun 

V5.7; 0.02; C 

[m/sec] 25.9616 32.2282 32.2282 

V5.7; 0.33; C 

[m/sec] 20.7693 25.7826 25.7826 

V5.7; 0.1; C 

[m/sec] 23.1058 28.6831 28.6831 

 
Cat. D (α = 0.28) 

V5.7; 0.02; D 

[m/sec] 24.8373 30.8326 30.8326 

V5.7; 0.33; D 

[m/sec] 19.8699 24.6660 24.6660 

V5.7; 0.1; D 

[m/sec] 22.1052 27.4410 27.4410 

Table 5.8 - Wind velocity for contact line (TCDD) 

 

Figure 5.3 - Wind velocity Vz for contact line on V ref;  0.02 (TCDD)  
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Figure 5.4 - Wind velocity Vz for contact line on V ref;  0.03 (TCDD) 

 

 

Figure 5.5 - Wind velocity Vz for contact line on V ref;  0.1 (TCDD) 

 

Rail Line  
Name 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya Malatya - İskenderun 

Catenary wire 
height [m] 

7.15 7.15 7.15 

Vref; 0.02  
[m/sec] 

29 36 36 

 
Terrain category 

 
Cat. A (α = 0.12) 
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Rail Line  
Name 

Kayaş - Sincan Divriği - Malatya Malatya - İskenderun 

V7.15; 0.02; A  

[m/sec] 27.8557 34.5795 34.5795 

V7.15; 0.33; A  

[m/sec] 22.2846 27.6636 27.6636 

V7.15; 0.1; A  

[m/sec] 24.7916 30.7758 30.7758 

 
Cat. B (α = 0.16) 

V7.15; 0.02; B  

[m/sec] 27.4844 34.1186 34.1186 

V7.15; 0.33; B 

[m/sec] 21.9876 27.2949 27.2949 

V7.15; 0.1; B 

[m/sec] 24.4612 30.3656 30.7758 

 
Cat. C (α = 0.20) 

V7.15; 0.02; C 

[m/sec] 27.11871 33.6638 33.6638 

V7.15; 0.33; C 

[m/sec] 21.6945 26.9311 26.9311 

V7.15; 0.1; C 

[m/sec] 24.1351 29.9608 29.9608 

 
Cat. D (α = 0.28) 

V7.15; 0.02; D 

[m/sec] 26.4000 32.7724 32.7724 

V7.15; 0.33; D 

[m/sec] 21.1200 26.2179 26.2179 

V7.15; 0.1; D 

[m/sec] 23.4960 29.1674 29.1674 

Table 5.9 - Wind velocity for catenary wire (TCDD)  
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Figure 5.6 - Wind velocity Vz  for catenary wire on Vref;  0.02 (TCDD)  

 

Figure 5.7 - Wind velocity Vz  for catenary wire on V ref;  0.33 (TCDD)  
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Figure 5.8 - Wind velocity Vz  for catenary wire on V ref;  0.1 (TCDD) 

5.1.8.2 Wind load per unit length 

One of the most important parameter will be calculated as wind load per unit length acting 

perpendicularly on a conductor or wire; are used the Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.:  

  
             

  
Gc is the structural response factor for conductors to wind load, Gc has value = 0.75; d - 

diameter of the conductor, in m; Cc is the drag factor of the conductor where Cc = 1.0 

according to EN 50 119.  

In this equation qz is the characteristic dynamic wind pressure in N/m2 according to Equation 

2.2. Dynamic wind pressure qz [N /m2], represent pressure on conductor surface at the 

height z:  

   
 

           
  

 
Gq is the gust response factor as defined in EN 50 119. From last years, for increased 

precision of dynamic wind pressures qz introduced in the formula the gust response factor. 

For overhead contact lines, the Gq is set as value 2.05.  

Gt is the terrain factor taking into account the environmental protection of lines. In open 

terrain Gt = 1.0 but for protected sites Gt = 0.75 to 0.89. (EN 50 119) 

Vz is the reference wind velocity in m/s, at z height in meters, above the ground. The 

reference wind will be as two situation: structural elements with return period of 50 years, 3 

to 10 years for verifying the serviceability and maintenance planning (Equation 2.1).  
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The variable   represents air density and has value of 1.225 kg/m3 at 15 0C and at 600 m 

altitude. For other values of temperature and altitude, the relevant air densities could be 

calculated from Equation 2.3: 

                                                     

In this equation, T is the absolute temperature in K; H is the altitude in m.  

5.1.8.3 Example of wind load determination for TCDD situation, for contact wire: 

Input data: contact wire type AC-150; contact wire height 5.75 m; altitude is considered as 

900 m (Central Anatolian Region); temperature 250C (298 K); open terrain (Category B).  

From Table 5.8: V5.75; 0.02; B = 26.5427; V5.75; 0.33; B = 21.2341; V5.75; 0.1; B = 23.6230. 

For AC -150, from Table 2.4: d = 14.8 mm = 0.0148 m,  

                                                     ; With e = 2.7183. 

ϱ = 1.1839 · e (0.072) / e (0.108) = 1.1839 · 1.0746 / 1.1140 = 1.1420; 

q5.75; 0.02; B   = (1.1420/2) · 2.05 · 1 · V5.75; 0.02; B = 1.1705 · V5.75; 0.02; B = 31.068 N/m2 

q5.75; 0.33; B = (1.1420/2) · 2.05 · 1 · V5.75; 0.33; B = 1.1705 · V5.75; 0.33; B = 24.854 N/m2 

q5.75; 0.1; B   = (1.1420/2) · 2.05 · 1 · V5.75; 0.1; B = 1.1705 · V5.75; 0.1; B = 27.650 N/m2 

           
                         = 31.068 · 0.75 · 1 · 0.0148 = 0.3448 N/m 

           
                         = 24.854 · 0.75 · 1 · 0.0148 = 0.2758 N/m 

          
                         = 27.650 · 0.75 · 1 · 0.0148 = 0.3069 N/m 

5.1.9 Applicable models for ice load as factor of influence  

Ice load need to be considered for new designs. The equivalent diameter D1 in meter, of the 

contact wires with ice accretion, may be calculated from Erreur ! Source du renvoi 

introuvable.:  

       
     

 

      
  

In this equation, d is the conductor diameter without ice measured in meter and     
  is the 

characteristic ice load measured in N /m. The unit weight force of the ice    may be taken as 

7 500 N /m3. 

Table 5.3 presents ice load coefficients for different regions of TCDD. For case studies lines 

these coefficients will be calculated from:   
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Sincan-Kayaş (Region 2):  Gice; R2 = 1.96√d;    

Malatya-Divriği (Region 3): Gice; R3 = 2.94√d;   

Malatya-Iskenderun (Region2 and Region3): Gice; R2 = 1.96√d; Gice; R3 = 2.94√d;       

From Table 2.4 we have next diameter dimensions – see Table 5.10: 

Contact wire 
standard/diameter  

Region 2 
Gice; R2 = 1.96√d   [N/m] 

Region 3 
Gice; R3 = 2.94√d   [N/m] 

BC-107/12.4mm 6.90 10.35 

AC-120/13.2mm 7.12 10.68 

AC-150/14.8mm 7.54 11.31 

Table 5.10 – Ice load characteristics for TCDD; Region 2 and Region 3  

Rail Line Name Kayaş – Sincan  
D1; R2 [mm] 

Divriği – Malatya  
D1; R3 [mm]  

Malatya – İskenderun 
D1; R2; D1; R3 [mm] 

Line Category Busy passenger 
 

Low density rural / secondary 
line 

Freight dominated route 

 
Contact wire standard/diameter 

BC-107/12.4mm 36.4106 43.7232 36.4106; 43.7232 

AC-120/13.2mm 37.1965 44.5898 37.1965; 44.5898 

AC-150/14.8mm 38.7262 46.2608 38.7262; 46.2608 

Table 5.11 - Equivalent diameter of contact wire with ice accretion, for TCDD case study lines
 

5.1.10 Dead loads for contact wire 

Dead load for overhead contact lines means dead weight of wires, conductors, insulators, 

stitch wires and fittings. These considered as whole and described by mass per unit length; 

values calculated relative to support spacing.  

For TCDD line cases, the data relating to contact wire characteristics were extracted from 

Table 5.5. 

Rail Line 
Identification / 
Name 
 

 
Kayaş - Sincan 

 
Divriği - Malatya  

 
Malatya - İskenderun 

Line Category Busy passenger 
 

Low density rural / secondary 
line 

Freight dominated route 

Contact wire 
standard 

BC-107; 
AC-120; 

BC-107; 
AC-120; 

BC-107; 
AC-120; 
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Rail Line 
Identification / 
Name 
 

 
Kayaş - Sincan 

 
Divriği - Malatya  

 
Malatya - İskenderun 

 AC-150 AC-150; AC-150 

Cross wire 
section[mm

2
] 

 

107mm²;  
120 mm²; 
150 mm² 

107mm²; 
120 mm²; 
150 mm² 

107mm²;  
120 mm²; 
150 mm² 

Material 
composition  
 

0.1% Ag(silver) Alloy (AC-
120 and AC-150) 

0.1% Ag (silver) Alloy (AC-
120 and AC-150) 

0.1% Ag(silver) Alloy (AC-
120 and AC-150) 

Table 5.12 - Contact wire characteristics for TCDD case study lines  

TCDD has AC and BC type of contact line, which suppose circular cross section (Figure 2.2). 

These are preferred cross section for overhead contact wires. 

As material composition for contact line, electrolytic copper and copper alloys have become 

the most used contact wire material. Exposed to air, copper forms a hard but conductive 

oxide layer, which does not decreasing the current flowing.  

Alloy additives such as silver (0.1 %) (TCDD situation) or magnesium (0.5 %) make 

improvements for the mechanical and thermal properties of copper wires; these permit 

applications to use higher tensile forces (useful for high-speed traffic designing). 

From Table 2.4, extracted geometrical values for the three variants, resulting Table 5.13. 

Designation 

according to EN 

50149 

Nominal cross -

sectional area mm
2
 

Dimensions (as shown in Figure 2.2) 

mm 

a c d r 

AC-120  120 5.16 4.0 13.2 0.4 

AC-150  150 5.16 4.0 14.8 0.4 

BC-107  107 6.92 4.3 12.4 0.4 

Table 5.13 - Geometrical data of TCDD grooved contact wires: extracted from Table 2.4 

As in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., specific mass for combination alloy of CuAg0.1 

is 8.9 kg/dm3. 

The load per unit length of a contact wire with cross section area     and with specific mass 

of    ; calculated using the Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.:  
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N/m mm
2
 Kg/dm

3
 

 

Calculating values with Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., will result the Table 5.14 

Copper and 

copper alloy 

contact wires 

G’ 

N/m 

BC-107 9.34 

AC-120  10.48 

AC-150  13.10 

Table 5.14 - G’ load, per unit length, of TCDD contact wires  

Clearance distance helps prevent dielectric breakdown between electrodes caused by the 

ionization of air. For traction voltage assigned for TCDD railway lines, the clearance distance 

for possible impulse voltage is extracted from Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. and 

showed in next table.  

Type of 

power 

supply 

 

Impulse voltage 

withstand level 

 

Clearance to earth Recommended clearances  between 

differing phases 

Static Dynamic Relative 

Voltage 

 

Static 

 

Dynamic 

 kV mm mm kV mm mm 

AC 25kV 

145 - - 43,3 400 230 

170 270 150 50,0 540 300 

250 - - - - - 

300 - - - - - 

Table 5.15 – TCDD minimum clearances distances, according to Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.  

5.1.11 Tensile forces on conductors and wires 

From the maximum permitted tensile stress αper and the cross section area A of the 

respective conductor, the maximum permissible tensile force Fper is calculated using the 

equation:  

Fper = αper · A 
 

Maximum permissible tensile stress under operating conditions will be calculated according 

to Equation 3.4:  
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αper = αmin · 0, 65 · ktemp · kwear · kload · keff · kclamp · kjoint   [N/mm2] 

 

The symbols indicate are:  

 αmin [N/mm2] - minimum rated tensile strength. From Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., 

for CuAg0.1 and BC-107, AC-120, AC-150, will have next values: αmin; BC-107 = 350; αmin; AC-120 = 

350; αmin; AC-150 = 350;  

 ktemp - factor related in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.; for CuAg0.1 alloy and both 

values as maximum operating temperature, ktemp = 1.0.    

 kwear - factor expressing the permitted maximum wear, e.g. kwear is 0.8 for a maximum 

permitted reduction of the cross section to 80 % of its nominal value. For new contact wire, 

kwear = 1.0.  

 kload - factor of effect of wind and ice loads, from Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. and 

contact wire designed as automatic termination, kload = 0.95. 

 keff - factor that describe tensioning equipment; in normal designs with automatic 

termination, keff = 0.95.  

 kclamp - factor for tensioning clamps; this factor can be assumed to be 1.0. 

 kjoint - factor describes the reduction of the tensile related to welded or soldered joints. TCDD 

used joints on analysed cases , so kjoint = 0.95 because the strength of the welded joints is 95 

% of the contact wire strength.  

αper = 350  · 0.65 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 0.95 · 1.0 · 0.95 = 205.3 N/mm2 

This value of maximum permissible operating stress of a contact wire is common for all three 

cases of contact wires: BC-107, AC-120, and AC-150. The tensile forces as total are: 

- BC-107: 107 * 205.318 [mm2 * (N/mm2)] = 21969.026 N 

- AC-120: 120 * 205.318 [mm2 * (N/mm2)] = 24638.16 N 

- AC-150: 150 * 205.318  [mm2 * (N/mm2)] = 30797.7 N 

From TCDD inputs, contact line tensile force used on the three lines are: 11760 N for tensile 

force applied only on contact wire and 19600 N if the tensile force is applied on joined 

contact wire and catenary wire. Comparing with maximum permitted, there are provision 

of tensioning force for decreasing pre-sag of contact line installation and reducing 

elasticity of contact line, which favours higher speed of trains. 

From Table 5.7, the height of contact wires has nominal value as 5.75 m, with maximum 

height of 6.2 m at crossings level. 

Next table (Table 5.16) is a selection for AC current power supply systems from Erreur ! 

Source du renvoi introuvable. and EN 50 367. Actual situation for TCDD is for 

track accepting train speed at maximum 160 km/h.  

Speed  ≤ 160  160 to 220 220 to 250 ≥ 250 
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AC-lines 

Nominal 5.0 to 5.75 5.0 to 5.5 5.08 to 5.30 

Minimum 4.98 4.95 - 

Maximum 6.2 6.0 - 

Table 5.16 – Contact wire heights for AC 25kV/50Hz power supply systems (TCDD)  

5.2   Analysis models for SZ situation 

5.2.1 Grade and quality of components 

Rail Name 
 

Divača – Koper Pivka - Ilirska Bistrica 

Line Category Freight dominated route Low density rural / 
secondary line 

Regions which it 
belongs 

SW SW 

Environmental 
pollution influence by 
industrial areas. 
 
Corrosive substances 
in the air 

  

Stitch wire standard/ 
composition/ section 

/ / 

Contact wire standard 
 

AC-100 AC-100 

Contact wire section 
[mm

2
] 

 

2x100 mm
2
 2x100mm

2
 

Contact wire 
composition  

CuAg0.1 Cu-ETP 

Catenary wire 
standard/ 
composition/ section 

Cu Cu - ETP 

Dropper wire 
standard/ 
composition/ section 

Bz II Cu 

Poles and supports: 
structural materials 
 

Steel Steel 
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Rail Name 
 

Divača – Koper Pivka - Ilirska Bistrica 

Cantilever material 

type/ composition 
 

Steel Steel 

Insulator types and 
materials composition 

Tension insulator 
Cantilever insulator 
Silicon 
Ceramics 
Glass  

Tension insulator  
Cantilever insulator 
Silicon 
Ceramics 
Glass 

Clamps and fittings: 
material composition 

Cooper, steel Cooper, steel 

Table 5.17 - Internal factors of influence: grade and quality of components (SZ)  

5.2.2 Electrical configuration 

Rail Line Name 

 

Divača – Koper Pivka - Ilirska Bistrica 

Line Category Freight dominated route Low density rural / 
secondary line 

Regions which it belongs SW SW 

Traction voltage level 3kV DC 3kV DC 

Current types for 

electricity power supply  

DC DC 

Primary voltage value 20 kV or 110 kV 20 kV 

Source of energy 

 

Public Grid Network  Public Grid Network  

Type of energy 

generated 

 

Public Grid Network  Public Grid Network  

Classification by 

functional types 

 

AC/DC converter 
substation 

AC/DC converter 
substation 

Distance between 

substation  

 

Average 10 km  22 km 
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Type of circuit return 

 

Running Rails Running Rails 
 

Maximum speed 

designed 

 

140 km/h 100 km/h 

Droppers current type Current caring Non-current caring 

Table 5.18 - Internal factors of influence: electrical configuration (SZ)  

5.2.3 Mechanical Parameters 

Rail Line Name 

 

Divača – Koper Pivka - Ilirska Bistrica 

Line Category Freight dominated route Low density rural / 
secondary line 

Regions which it belongs SW SW 

Maximum speed 

designed 

 

140 km/h 100 km/h 

Adopted pre-sag  

[% by span length] 

 

0.1% 0 
 

Contact Line: minimum 

height/ standard height/ 

maximum height 

 

  / 5.35/    / 5.35/  

Type of suspension 

 

Catenary supported type Catenary supported type 

With/ Without stitch 

 

Without stich Without stitch 

Catenary Type  

 

Simple Single 

Catenary standard height 

 

6.75m 6.75 m 

Tensioning type 

 

separate separate 

Tensioning section 

length 

Average 1000m Average 1000m 

Tensioning device type Pulley-wheel Pulley-wheel 
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Rail Line Name 

 

Divača – Koper Pivka - Ilirska Bistrica 

Contact line tensile force 7.5 kN 7.5 kN 

Catenary tensile force 500 kg / 4900 N 500 kg / 4900 N 

Droppers mechanical 

type 

 

Rigid Sliding 

Structural design for 

poles 

 

Lattice Tube 

Cantilever material type/ 

composition 

Steel Steel 

Clamps and fittings: 

material composition 

Cooper, steel Cooper, steel 

Table 5.19 - Internal factors of influence: mechanical parameters (SZ)  

5.2.4  Dead loads for contact wire 

Dead load for overhead contact lines means dead weight of wires, conductors, insulators, 

stitch wires and fittings. These considered as whole and described by mass per unit length; 

values calculated relative to support spacing.  

For SZ line cases, the data relating to contact wire characteristics were extracted from Table 

5.17. 

Rail Line Name 
 

Divača – Koper Pivka - Ilirska Bistrica 

Line Category Freight dominated route Low density rural / secondary 
line 

Contact wire 
standard 
 

AC-120 AC-120 

Contact wire 
section [mm

2
] 

 
 

2x100 mm
2
 2x100 mm

2
 

Contact wire 
composition  

CuAg0.1 Cu-ETP 

Table 5.20 - Contact wire characteristics for SZ case study lines  

SZ has AC type of contact line, which suppose circular cross section (Figure 2.2). These are 

preferred cross section for overhead contact wires. 
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As material composition for contact line, electrolytic copper and copper alloys have become 

the most used contact wire material. Exposed to air, copper forms a hard but conductive 

oxide layer, which does not decreasing the current flowing.  

Alloy additives such as silver (0.1 %) make improvements for the mechanical and thermal 

properties of copper wires; these permit applications to use higher tensile forces (useful for 

high-speed traffic designing). 

Extracted geometrical values for AC-100, from Table 2.4. 

Designation 

according to EN 

50149 

Nominal cross -

sectional area mm
2
 

Dimensions (as shown in Figure 2.2) 

mm 

a c d r 

AC-100  100 5.6 4 12.0 0.4 

Table 5.21 - Geometrical data of SZ grooved contact wires: extracted from Table 2.4 

As in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., specific mass for combination alloy of CuAg0.1 

is     = 8.9 kg/dm3. Also, for Cu is the same value: 8.9 kg/dm3. 

The load per unit length of a contact wire with cross section area     and with specific 

mass    ; calculated using the Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.:  

   
                    

 

   
          

N/m mm
2
 Kg/dm

3
 

 

Calculating values with Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., will result the Table 5.22 

Copper and 

copper alloy 

contact wires 

G’ 

N/m 

AC-100  8.73 

Table 5.22 - G’ load, per unit length, for SZ contact wires  

Clearance distance helps prevent dielectric breakdown between electrodes caused by the 

ionization of air. For traction voltage assigned for SZ railway lines, the clearance distance for 

possible impulse voltage is extracted from Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. and 

showed in next table.  
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Type of 

power 

supply 

 

Impulse voltage 

withstand level 

 

Clearance to earth 

Static Dynamic 

kV mm mm 

DC 3.0kV 
40 150 50 

60 - - 

Table 5.23 – SZ minimum clearances distances, according to Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.  

5.2.5 Tensile forces on conductors and wires 

From the maximum permitted tensile stress αper and the cross section area A of the 

respective conductor, the maximum permissible tensile force Fper is calculated using the 

equation:  

Fper = αper · A 
 

Maximum permissible tensile stress under operating conditions will be calculated according 

to Equation 3.4:  

αper = αmin · 0, 65 · ktemp · kwear · kload · keff · kclamp · kjoint   [N/mm2] 

 

The symbols indicate are:  

 αmin [N/mm2] - minimum rated tensile strength. From Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., 

for AC-100 with CuAg0.1 we have: αmin; AC; Ag = 360 and for AC-100 with Cu-ETP: αmin; AC; Cu = 

355;  

 ktemp - factor related in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.; for CuAg0.1 alloy with both 

values as maximum operating temperature ktemp; Ag = 1.0; for Cu-ETP we have ktemp; Cu; 80 = 1.0 

for 800C and ktemp; Cu; 100 = 0.8 for 1000C.    

 kwear - factor expressing the permitted maximum wear, e.g. kwear is 0.8 for a maximum 

permitted reduction of the cross section to 80 % of its nominal value. For new contact wire, 

kwear = 1.0.  

 kload - factor of effect of wind and ice loads, from Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. and 

contact wire designed as automatic termination, kload = 0.95. 

 keff - factor that describe tensioning equipment; in normal designs with automatic 

termination, keff = 0.95.  

 kclamp - factor for tensioning clamps; this factor can be assumed to be 1.0. 

 kjoint - factor describes the reduction of the tensile related to welded or soldered joints. SZ 

used joints, so kjoint = 0.95 because the strength of the welded joints is 95 % of the continuous 

contact wire strength.  

αper; Ag = 360  · 0.65 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 0.95 · 1.0 · 0.95 = 211.185 N/mm2 
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αper; Cu; 80 = 355  · 0.65 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 0.95 · 1.0 · 0.95 = 208.252 N/mm2; for 800C  

αper; Cu; 100 = 355  · 0.65 · 0.8 · 1.0 · 1.0 · 0.95 · 1.0 · 0.95 = 166.601 N/mm2; for 1000C  

This value of maximum permissible operating stress of a contact wire is common for all three 

cases of contact wires: BC-107, AC-120, and AC-150. The tensile forces as total are: 

- CuAg0.1: AC-100: 100 * 211.185 [mm2 * (N/mm2)] = 21118.5 N  

- Cu-ETP: AC-100: 100 * 208.252 [mm2 * (N/mm2)] = 20825.2 N (800C) 

- Cu-ETP: AC-100: 100 * 166.601 [mm2 * (N/mm2)] = 16660.1 N (1000C) 

Tensile forces used on SZ lines is only 7 500 N. Comparing with maximum permitted, 

there are provision of tensioning force for decreasing pre-sag of contact line 

installation and reducing elasticity of contact line, which favours higher speed of 

trains. 

From Table 5.19, the height of contact wires has nominal value as 5.35 m. 

Next table (Table 5.24) is a selection for DC current power supply systems from 

Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. and EN 50 367. Actual situation for SZ is for 

track suitable for high speed.  

Speed  ≤ 160 160 to 220 220 to 250 ≥ 250 

DC-lines 

Nominal 5.0 to 5.6 5.0 to 5.5 5.0 to 5.3 - 

Minimum 4.9 4.9 4.9 - 

Maximum 6.2 6.2 5.3 - 

Table 5.24 - Contact wire heights for DC 3kV power supply systems (SZ)  
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6 Conclusions 

For the characterization of the aggregate effect of influence factors, it is necessary to identify 
individual factors of influence and the effects that they produce against the railways power supply 
systems. 

Power supply systems are subjected to electrical and mechanical loads resulting from climatic 

environment, electric voltages and currents, etc.  

The requests as electrical and mechanical aspects for a railway power supply system result from their 

main functions as: transport electric power through distribution lines for a determined distance; 

achieve a good sliding contact with current collector of railway vehicles, for transferring the needed 

traction power. These functions should be performed under all conditions specified on power supply 

system design.  

Influencing factors for the performance of OHL were divided into two groups as external and 
internal factors in Deliverable 3.2. External factors are considered as climatic factors and internal 
factors were identified as grade and the quality of the components installed on the OHL. 

In chapter-2, external and internal factors were considered as the influencing factors on OHL 
infrastructure. 

 
To enable for the reliability and availability of railway systems climate and grade/quality of 

components have considerable effect. The reliability of electric railway operation is closely 
dependent on the availability and reliability of power supply system for traction. For this reasons, it is 
a mandatory requirement that an overhead line system or a third rail system to take into account 
that the contact line is the only component in the installation of traction power supply, which for the 
economic and technical reasons cannot be installed redundant. 

 
OHL structures must be robust to extreme weather condition. For this reason the design of 

OHL should be in compliance with EN 52125-2, the following effects should be followed; 
- A minimum temperature of - 20 °C to be considered with no other climatic action.  
- An ambient reference temperature of +5 °C is assumed for the extreme wind load condition.  
- A temperature of -5 °C should be assumed with ice loads and combined wind and ice action, 

where relevant.  

 A default minimum temperature of - 20 °C to be considered with no other climatic action; for 
estimating extreme wind load condition a reference ambiental temperature of +5 °C is considered; a 
default temperature of -5 °C should be assumed with ice loads. 

Temperature effects are considered also variable action on foundations and supporting structures. 

Wind speed and the wind load are the other parameters that should be taken into account for 
designing of overhead contact. These are based on the meteorological wind velocity measured 10 m 
above ground over an average period of ten minutes in a relatively open terrain designated as terrain 
category II in EN 1991-1-4.  
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In the EN 1991-1-4 or in the national standards is provided the basic information regarding to wind 
velocities and wind loads.  

In the EN 50125-2:2002 standard is provided information regarding to wind velocities to be used for 
railway applications; four classes of wind intensities are defined by the reference wind velocity 
Vref;0.02 having a yearly probability of occurrence of 0.02. In this standard are defined next four 
wind classes, with wind velocities of 24.0m/s, 27.5m/s, 32.0m/s and 36.0m/s.  

The wind velocity increases with the height above ground. It should be used by taking into account 
the relative height above ground for high viaducts and bridges. Defined as in EN 50125-2 a height of 
10 above the ground, having an averaging period of 10 min and annual probability or occurrence of 
0.02 being equivalent to return period of 50 years. All European countries reference is made to 
standard EN 1991-1-4. 

Another influencing factor on OHL is the ice accumulation as mechanism and as a result ice loading.  
The reason for this is the added load of the ice or increasing in aerodynamic interaction, power 
cables have been damaged or destroyed on numerous occasions by these mechanisms. The negative 
effects of icing on contact lines are decreasing quality and performance of contact wire, divergences 
of contact wire, arcing due to icing, flashover of insulators due to icing, unbalanced contact wire. 

Following discussions consider the weights added by ice deposits as supplementary loading for 
overhead power supply systems, especially for contact line and supports like poles, cantilevers, 
droppers, etc. In category of ice loads are included icing, hoarfrost or snow are collectively termed 
ice loads. Maximum ice loading may be a rare event. From observations of ice formation, calculation 
values for ice deposits on suspended conductors have been derived and used from standards, 
relating to overhead power lines.  

EN 50125-2 specifies four classes of ice load on conductors: 

Class 
Ice load 

N/m 

I0 (without ice) 0 

I1 (low) 3.5 

I2 (normal) 7.0 

I3 (heavy) 15.0 

Table 6.1 - Ice loads classes 

The values from ice loading correspondent to class definition are for wires with diameters between 
10 mm to 20 mm. I1 class is mainly used for contact lines Central Europe.  

Atmospheric precipitation, aggressive vapours, gases and dust have major influence against metallic 
components in long time of operations but also danger influence against insulator components 
category. Therefore, these factors must be considered when determining the electrical values and 
the life expectancy of components and elements. 
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This type of influence is manifested as a phenomenon corrosion, less visible, having negative effect 
on the intrinsic characteristics of insulators; their insulation properties will decrease and creates 
conditions for critical and dangerous defects. 

In addition, lightning strikes can cause major damages to the overhead line installations. Direct 
strikes to the overhead contact lines and strikes to neighbouring installations surge going on 
overhead lines. 

It finds in rare cases when the overvoltage can exceed 100 kV. Therefore, it is requiring that 
overvoltage hazardous values over the installations must be limited. Metal oxide arresters achieve 
the latest and most effective protection. The equipment used for DC lines cannot be designed 
economically to withstand such over voltages because of their low voltage characteristics in AC 
voltage comparison.  

Overhead contact line system were defined within the internal influencing factors chapter. Overhead 
Contact Line System (OCS) includes, overhead contact line conductors and wiring, including the 
catenary wire, contact wire and return current conductors, feeder and parallel feeder lines if are 
installed on the same supporting structures, lightning protection conductors, earthing conductors; 
foundations, supporting structures and any other components, which serve to hold and support, 
align and insulate the contact wire and conductors and switchgear, monitoring and protective 
equipment installed on the same supporting structure as the lines.  

Contact wire is one of the most important components of overhead contact line system with the 
standard EN 50119 which specifies general and specific requirements for contact line components. 
The main purpose of contact wire is to slide on the pantograph by no interrupting transmission of 
electrical energy to the collectors. 

For different application areas, there are different types of contact wire with different cross sections. 
According to EN 50 149, contact wires are separated by the shape of cross section and groove. The 
circular one is the most preferred one and the flat wire profile BRi is favorable for trolley-bus 
operation due to contact shoes mounted on the trolley bus collectors also cause lateral wearing of 
the contact wires. The contact wire is aligned at alternating angles to the track axis in a zigzag 
arrangement.  

As another component insulators, the properties of the insulating materials and other elements in 
the contact line installation should not be altered by climatic impacts and sunlight to such an extent 
that operation could be affected. 

Stray current defines the current component that does not flow through the intended return circuit. 

During the commissioning phase of railway systems, measurements are necessary to testify to the 

effectiveness of stray current protection measures (EN 50122-2).  

A low longitudinal voltage drop in the return circuit and good insulation of the rails from earth can 

limit stray currents substantially. Since the longitudinal voltage drop depends on the resistance of the 

return circuit and the distance between the substations, stray current protection can determine the 

number of substations.  
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The Chapter3, highlights the main effects of the internal components as grades and quality of 

materials against reliability of power supply system and also how maintenance costs can be reduced 

due to these effects. 

Structured, the overhead contact line system (OCS) contains overhead contact line, cantilevers, 

poles, foundations and return conductors to supply current for traction when electrical railways. The 

overhead contact line (OCL) consists of: contact wire, catenary wire, droppers, stitch wires, fixed 

points and tensioning devices.  

Regarding the Overhead Contact Line System (OCS), an important characteristic as performance of a 

power supply system is maximum current-carrying capacity. This become essential in comparison 

with industrial electricity distribution systems because short-circuits happened frequently in contact 

line networks.  

As known, the components and the structural elements of a contact line installation have to possess 

adequate mechanical and electrical strength. A knowledge of the physical properties of all applied 

materials is essential for the correct design of contact, line installations.  

Another important aspect relates to the characteristics of materials in contact wires and conductors, 

thus hard-drawn electrolytic copper and copper alloys have become the established global contact 

wire material. When exposed to air, copper forms a hard but conductive oxide layer, which does not 

decrease the current flowing. 

Also aluminium forms an oxide layer of poor conductivity and is not suitable for sliding contact. All 

attempts to use aluminium as contact wire material have failed. But, aluminium is cheaper and 

extremely corrosion-resistant because of itself protective oxide layer has formed. For these reasons 

is used, even has lower conductivity, mostly for structural elements as having increased strength 

than copper. 

Alloy additives such as silver (0.1 %) or magnesium (0.5 %) make improvements for the mechanical 

and thermal properties of copper wires; these permit applications to use higher tensile forces (high-

speed traffic). 

High-grade stainless steel wires and galvanized steel are used for pole earthing and the wind stays of 

the steady arms, respectively. Stranded steel wires are used also for head spans and catenary wires.  

Specifications and technical properties and conditions for conductors and stranded wires are 

presented in: DIN 43 138: Flexible copper and copper alloy conductors; DIN 48 201, Part 1: Copper 

stranded conductors; DIN 48 201, Part 2: Bronze stranded conductors; EN 50 182: Conductors for 

overhead lines. Conductors made of aluminium, aluminium alloy and steel.  

For concrete structures, corrosion is a process of destruction of material and caused by chemical and 
electrochemical phenomena’s; this process usually accompanied and accelerated by a flow of 
current, DC or AC type. 

Type and humidity level of soil, air humidity, etc., as considered the electrolyte, is a point start of the 
reaction. 
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Main causes of corrosion, that acts on concrete material as poles and supports: chemical decom-

position; mechanical forces (loads and compression); repeated freezing - unfreezing stresses the 

capillaries inside the concrete. 

When corrosion accentuated, the structure are not considered safety and need changed; for 

example, when the cracks exceed 1 mm or concrete cover layers are less than 20 mm.  

Corrosion rate has a six higher up level in industrial regions that in rural areas, these levels of 
corrosion are from the increased air pollution. 

The metal corrosion begins with the presence of defects in the crystal lattice. These include 
vacancies, inclusions, dislocations and surface defects and main causes are the metal fatigue or 
structure age; these causes lead to structure changes and to the increasing of dislocations, which 
increase the probability for apparition of cracks. Metal corrosion, mainly by rust, affects steel poles 
especially at the fixing point in the foundation concrete or the foundation cap. 

Other important issues affecting power supply system are stray current corrosion mechanism. This is 
influenced by strategy adopted for return circuits and sum of protective measures. In this respects 
the contact line and return circuit are link together meaning a closed circuit.  

According to EN 50122-1, the return circuit includes all conductors that compose the circuit pathway 
used for the return current during operational activities. 

Solutions for designing the return circuit are different as type of traction AC and DC current.  
Use of the running rails as return circuits is a common feature of AC and DC railway systems. 
Installing parallel return conductors in the vicinity of the overhead contact line is a simple and 

effective way of reducing the proportion of return current flowing through track and earth, rail 

potential and induced voltages.  

The installation of parallel return conductors requires only low additional investment. A contact line 

installation with parallel return conductors involves barely 5 % more expenditure. 

Stray current corrosion occurs mainly on DC railways, if return currents flow through underground 

sections of foundations and poles. It is important for DC railway to minimise leakage of return 

current. The standard EN 50122-2 reflects the stray currents in DC power supply systems and 

considers adequate insulation between track and earth are very important. For this reason, the 

return circuit of DC railways have not be connected to earth or earthing installations, as general 

guide.  

So, external elements like cable screens, pipelines and metallic reinforced structures, being parts of 

external systems, could transfer potentials and cause stray current corrosion on third party equip-

ment. External pipelines entering tunnels or viaducts in an electric traction system must place with 

insulation against the structure earth.  

Using data inputs from SZ, for case study lines, they use as type of circuit return only running rails. 

This is the worst situation for power supply systems because there are no isolation for leakage 

currents.    
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In the AC railways, the inductive coupling between all conductors affects the distribution of return 

current paths. In AC situation, the rail-earth potential difference could be decreased by bonding 

other metallic, conducting elements to the rails, eliminating any possibility of affecting people. 

For conventional lines, most commonly used is the rail return system, booster transformer and auto-

transformer systems are used to reduce the return currents through rails and earth where high 

electric currents and difficult earthing conditions could lead to unacceptable 

Additional return conductors on the poles are recommended for situations with increased traffic and 

increased power demand.  

Are presented recommendations for earthing equipment and designing return circuit, for both types 

of power supply systems. 

Chapter 4 is responsible with customized modeling and examples for case study lines. 

From the list of seven case study lines, five lines are electrified and were be included in tables with 

components and technologies used, with respect to their power supply system. The case study lines 

will be focused for improvements in the next task; there are the following: 

Divača – Koper: Freight dominated route (SZ – Slovenia);  

Pivka – Ilirska Bistrica: Low density rural / secondary line (SZ – Slovenia); 

Kayaş – Sincan: Busy passenger line (TCDD - Turkey).  

Divriği – Malatya: Low density rural / secondary line (TCDD - Turkey).  

Malatya – İskenderun: Freight dominated route (TCDD - Turkey). 

The list of electrified case study lines could be divided as two categories, related to their power 
supply particularities (first two lines have DC 3kV current type, for traction power supply and the last 
three have AC 25kV/ 50Hz power supply systems). 

From TCDD and SZ were collected data relative to environmental factors of influence and also, list 
with detailed technical characteristics related to their power supply systems are provided. 

These information help determining of grade and quality of components, with electrical and 
mechanical functions for Overhead Contact Line System (OCS). 

From models presented in prior Chapters, were chosen important factors of influences for real 
situation.  

As environmental factors, for TCDD were calculated and presented as graphics wind velocity for 
particular lines. 

TCDD reported maximal wind velocities, registered in long period of years. These values are 

representatives for lifetime of structural elements and are references, in accordance with EN 50125-

2, having an annual probability of occurrence of 0.02 and being equivalent to a return period of 50 

years; are noted Vref or Vref; 0.02. Designing of structural elements need to consider their reliability with 
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the extreme wind velocities and loads, even with low probability, for the entire expected lifetime of 

the power supply system.  

The values for wind speed references are: 

Sincan-Kayaş (Central Anatolian Region – Region 2): Vref; 0.02 = 29 m/sec; 

Malatya-Divriği (Eastern Anatolian Region – Region 3): Vref; 0.02 = 36m/sec; 

Iskenderun-Malatya (Eastern Anatolian Region – Region 2 and Region 3): Vref; 0.02 = 36 

m/sec 

Starting from references, were calculated the others wind velocity parameters, for returning period 

of 10 years and 3 years (useable for services and maintenance activities with objective to avoiding 

faults and excessive wearing, e.g. avoidance of pantograph de-wiring caused by wind lateral loading 

of contact wire) and exact values for nominal height of contact wires and catenary wires, etc. 

For increasing precision, results should be adapted with coefficients representing terrain category (A, 

B, C, and D). Terrain category coefficient permits particularizing of wind influences for railway line 

segments and more appropriate designing and planning maintenance. For TCDD were redacted 

tables and graphics with all these values as contact line level and catenary level. 

One of the most important parameter should be determined, as necessary for designing power 

supply systems; it is the wind load per unit length, acting perpendicularly on a conductor or wire.  

One example with particular inputs was calculated for TCDD lines. 

More rarely but also important when appear is the ice load as factor of influence. This affecting 

factor should be considered for new designs and maintenance. Having TCDD inputs for ice load 

coefficients, were calculated the equivalent diameter D1, of the contact wires with ice accretion; 

contact wire conductors used: BC-107; AC-120; AC-150. Results show that initial diameter of the 

conductor will increase by 2 or 3 times with ice accretion. 

Besides of external climatic factors of influences, the internal factors have a great importance on 

lifetime of power supply systems. Their grade and characteristics, also the quality of materials should 

be considered when designing systems and planning services and maintenance activities. 

Dead load for overhead contact lines means dead weight of wires, conductors, insulators, stitch wires 

and fittings; all these should be added to withstand of the contact line installations, when designing 

and estimation of wearing and life cycle.  From this category, most important is contact wire loading. 

For SZ and TCDD were calculated the load per unit length of a contact wire with cross section area 

    and with specific mass    .  

For contact wires used on SZ and TCDD lines, were calculated maximum tensile forces supported and 

compared with tensile forces acting in actual conditions. The results present provision for tensioning 

forces, which have a good influence for wearing rate of conductors and for reducing pre-sag for span 

contact line installation.   
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The overhead contact line system, as ensemble, must be capable of transmitting the electric current 

to the railway vehicles.  

In view of dynamic interaction, the overhead contact line has to be designed for operation with 

pantographs exerting a contact force in relation with maximum speed. In this regard an important 

parameter verified is the contact wire heights according to EN 50 367, for case study lines. 
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7 NEXT STEPS 

Correlation of GIS mapping , analytical models, finite element models and experimental data 

will be used to understand the root causes of power supply system failures and needs. This 

will then be applied within T.3.3 to develop design specifications for new installations for the 

three line types specified in the NeTIRail-INFRA project. 
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